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Koehn’s Unique Livestock Handling Products

T

he Koehn family began their ag equipment company 40 years ago with
the now famous Drive-Thru Electric Gate. You can simply drive through
the spring-loaded gate from either direction with any vehicle without
ever having to stop and open or close the gate.
Other unique products made by Koehn include the Kozy Kalf Sled for hauling baby calves, the popular Aluminum Kalf Katch that telescopes from 5’ to
10’, also The Calf Warmer and Kalf Koat. Koehn also offers a line of Super
Sorting Stix that include the Koehn Rattle Paddle Stix. For a free catalog
featuring these products and many more, call toll free 1-800-658-3998, or
contact Koehn Marketing Inc. at P.O. Box 577 Watertown, SD 57201.
Website: www.koehnmarketing.com

WESCOR • MAS-D-TEC® DAIRY MASTITIS DETECTION

M

AS-D-TEC by Wescor offers a new development in
electronic technology: Early Mastitis Detection. It
meets the requirements of a modern dairy operation
and provides the manager with a simple, convenient and instantaneous means of detecting subclinical mastitis. It eliminates
the guesswork and time-consuming fuss associated with oldfashioned chemical tests for mastitis detection.
MAS-D-TEC measures electrical conductivity in a small sample
of milk. Research has shown that conductivity increases markedly
with the onset of mastitis infection. MAS-D-TEC uses sophisticated technology to detect increases in conductivity long before
other clinical symptoms and signs are evident.
With an average dairy of 120-150 cows losing up to $37,500 to
mastitis every year, it is no wonder there has been so much talk
among dairymen about mastitis. It is estimated that at least 40% of

all cows are infected with mastitis. Most dairy farmers deal with
the obvious clinical cases and usually overlook the less obvious,
but far more costly, subclinical mastitis. Those dairymen who
are best informed as to herd health will be those who, through
the application of good management factors, will ultimately have
the “cleanest” herd. In the past, detecting subclinical mastitis
was difﬁcult. MAS-D-TEC makes it easy to detect and provides
critical feedback.
Laboratory analysis of somatic cell count in milk can indicate the
presence of mastitis infection. However, since such analyses are
performed away from the dairy and are not speciﬁc to the individual
quarter, the results do not provide a means for mastitis detection as
effective as MAS-D-TEC. Frequent herd monitoring with MASD-TEC will enable prompt action, providing effective, economical
control of mastitis in your dairy herd.

ONLY

$229.00

INSTANT CATTLE SHADE!!

* Reduces Radiant Heat by 30% or More!
* Increases Milk Production!
* Improves Milk Quality!
* Increases Conception Rate!

MADE WITH DURABLE MESH POLYPROPYLENE
WITH A LIFE EXPECTANCY OF 10 YEARS
STANDARD SIZES
10X40
10x50
12x40
12x50
20x40
20x50

$100.00
$125.00
$120.00
$150.00
$200.00
$250.00

Discounts available on volume sales

BUY NOW AND
BEAT THE HEAT!

CUSTOM MADE TO ANY SIZE
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Prices include reinforced edges
and grommets every 1 foot.
FREIGHT PREPAID ON ALL
SHIPMENTS!! (U.S.A.)
CALL TODAY: 912-422-3118
FAX: 912-422-7973

D & L PROCESSING
1114 NORTH KING STREET • PEARSON, GEORGIA 31642

dandlpro@planttel.net

Early Mastitis Detection
Your Best Protection
An estimated 40% of your herd can have undetected subclinical
mastitis at any given time. You pay the price in reduced milk
production, quality and proﬁts.
Mas-D-Tec objectively and quickly identiﬁes subclinical infections in
seconds allowing producers to implement a program to eliminate
existing problems.
For more information, or to place an order call:

800 453 2725 or Email at biomed@wescor.com.
Wescor Inc. 459 South Main St.
www.wescor.com
Logan Utah 84321-5294
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RYEGRASS SEED

Western Farm, Ranch &
Dairy Magazine
a Ritz Family Publication

FORAGE SEED BLENDED FOR YOUR NEEDS
Forage Ryegrasses
Forage Tall Fescues
Forage Turnips and Rape
Clovers, Bromes, Timothy, Orchardgrass,
Festulolium, New Zealand Forage Seeds
For the dealer nearest you call 541-491-3501
or email: seed@saddlebutte.com
Saddle Butte Ag • 31144 Wirth Rd. • Tangent, OR 97389

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

RESPONSIVE - PROVEN FORAGE YIELDS
New, Improved Pena*Tron Soil Conditioner Will Maximize
Yield And Quality And Increase Your Proﬁts
Pena*Tron Is Low-Cost, Conserves Water And Reduces
Pumping Expense For All Crops!
1. Better Soil Physical Properties
• Fewer Clods & Less Dirt On Crop
2. Better Plant Nutrition
• More Resistance To Disease

3. Better Water Management
• Better Drainage
• Reduced Water Runoff
4. Reduced Tillage & Harvest Cost
• Saves Fuel As More Triable Soils

CROP TEST RESULTS
...In POTATOES
• Yield Increase of 31-60 cwt/acre.
- Average Of 47 cwt in 14 tests.
• Less Brown Center & Hollow Heart.
• Fewer Clods & Less Dirt At Harvest
...In SUGARBEETS
• Less Crusting - Better Stands.
• Wilting Is Greatly Reduced.
• Yield Increases Of 1-3 Tons/Acre.

...In MALT BARLEY
• Yield Increase of 12-30 bushels/acre.
...In ALFALFA
• Faster Stand Establishment And
Nodulation.
• Increase Yield (1-2 Tons/Acre).
• Improved Protein And RFV.
...In BEANS and PEAS
• Yield Increase of 3-5 cwt/acre.

Pena*tron Works Great On Beets, Potatoes and ALL
Crops To Reduce Water And Nutrient Stress!
Available At
Your Fertilizer
Dealer Or Call:
(800) 775-6123
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Merrick’s • A Division of Merrick Animal Nutrition, Inc.
Bringing together experience, research, performance and commitment.

M

errick’s mission is to manufacture animal feed products and ingredients for a worldwide market, providing quality and service exceeding the expectations
of our customers. Merrick’s began selling dairy products to the
feed industry in 1959. The experience and knowledge Merrick’s
brought to the industry helped establish the standards by which
milk and fat products are judged today.
Innovative Product Development
After pioneering in the manufacture of 60% and 80% dry high
fat products, we expanded this line to include 100% fat for both
dairy cow and swine rations. Merrick’s was the ﬁrst to develop
and introduce many innovative products that optimize the survival and health of baby animals. In 1982 Merrick’s expanded
to manufacture and
market a full line
of branded milk replacers for calves,
baby pigs, foals,
lambs and kids.
Over the years we
have
developed
innovative supplements,
additives
and electrolytes for
all species.
Milk Replacers . . . and So Much More!
Animal plasma in milk replacers was introduced into the
market by Merrick’s in 1989. In 1998 we developed a calf
milk replacer formulated with spray dried animal blood cells.
In the search to develop nutritionally advanced products for
use in milk replacers, we test many alternative proteins. This
testing resulted in the formulation of egg protein milk replacers for both Merrick’s branded milk replacers and private label customers. In 1994 we developed a calf nursing bottle
and a patented nipple featuring the ﬁrst advance in calf nipple
design in many years. That year Merrick’s also entered the
poultry feed industry with products to help producers maintain healthier animals.
Research and Product Formulations
At Merrick’s, research is a basic belief and an ongoing process. Research into all aspects of animal nutrition results in
the development of innovative products and in our ability to
offer products with a wide range of protein and fat sources.
The manufacture of these products allows us to fulﬁll a variety of needs to help guarantee the survival and health of
valuable animals. Merrick’s qualiﬁed nutritionists can help
determine which product formulations will best meet producers needs. We also market a wide range of ingredients
for swine and dairy rations, in addition to dry fat, including
whey, lactose, animal blood cells and plasma.
Commitment
Merrick’s is committed to develop, manufacture and market
quality products. We maintain a high level of commitment to
the individual needs and success of our customers and pro-

ducers. Merrick’s technical staff is available to assist with any
questions about our products and good animal management
practices.
Merrick’s, Inc. Brands:
Milk Replacers: Centurion, Millennium, Cell Star, Winter
Star, Super Star, Gold Star, Silver Star and Blue Star for
Calves; Soweena Litter-Gro and Litter Life for Baby Pigs;
Super Lamb and Super Kid; Grow-N-Glow for Foals
Additives & Supplements: Plas/Magic, Super Calf-Kit, Super
Guard - Type B for Calves
Electrolytes: Blue Ribbon Electrolytes with Direct-Fed Microbials – for all species
Poultry Vaccine Stabilizer: Vacci-Guard
Nursing Equipment: Super-Calf Nipples & Bottles Super-Calf
Oral Bottle Feeder
Dry Fats: Soweena 7-60/4-80 & Select 100 for Swine Rations; Dairy Ultra 100 for Lactating Cows
MERRICK’S, INC.
The Performance Leader in Baby Animal Nutrition
Johanna Kuehn, Director–Global Sales & Marketing
P.O. Box 620307, Middleton, WI 53562.0307 USA
l.800.MER.RICK (637.7425)
1.608.831.3440 / FAX: l.608.836.8943
mersales@merrick’s.com / www.merricks.com
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Idaho Firm Recalls Hot Dogs for Undercooking
CLASS I RECALL HEALTH RISK: HIGH

I

ndependent Meat Co., a Twin
Falls, Idaho, ﬁrm, is voluntarily
recalling approximately 12,000
pounds of hot dogs for undercooking,
the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
Food Safety and Inspection Service
(FSIS) announced today.
The products being recalled are:
• One-pound packages of “Falls
Brand Old Fashioned Recipe Beef
Wieners.” Each label bears the establishment code “226” inside the USDA
mark of inspection. Each package
bears a “sell by” date of July 4. The
one pound packages are shipped 24 to
a case bearing the code “64615.”
• Two-pound packages of “Falls
Brand Old Fashioned Recipe Beef

Wieners, TWIN PACK, 2 Sealed Inner
Packages.” Each label bears the establishment code “226” inside the USDA
mark of inspection. Each package
bears a “sell by” date of July 4. The
two-pound packages are shipped 12 to
a case bearing the code “64625.”
The hot dogs were produced on April
20 and distributed to retail stores in
Idaho, Nebraska, New Mexico, Utah,
Nevada, Montana, Oregon, Washington, California and Wyoming.
The undercooking was discovered
by the establishment, based upon
results of a third-party laboratory.
The establishment notified FSIS
inspection program personnel upon
receiving the results of the labora-

tory analyses. FSIS has received no
reports of injury from consumption
of the product.
Media with questions about the recall
may contact Patrick Florence, company CEO, at 208-358-0980. Consumers
with questions can call Jeanne Bjornn,
company HACCP coordinator, at 208733-0980.
Consumers with food safety questions can phone the toll-free USDA
Meat and Poultry Hotline at l-888-6746854. The hotline is available in English and Spanish and can be reached
from l0 a.m. to 4 p.m. (Eastern Time)
Monday through Friday. Recorded
food safety messages are available 24
hours a day.

USDA Recall Classiﬁcations

Custom
Feedlot

Cevin Jones

cevin@intermountainbeef.com

Vern France

vern@intermountainbeef.com

1440 East 750 South Eden, Idaho 83325
• Finishing Cattle
(12 miles E. of Twin Falls and 2 Miles W. of Eden)
• Background & Growing
(208) 825-5335 • (208) 934-5382 or
• Full-Service Financing
(800) 853-BEEF (2333)
• Risk Management Services

Holstein Heifers
For Sale
‹ 400 to 800 lb. open
Holstein Heifers
‹ Holstein Heifers bred
6-8 months

712-737-4960
Cell: 712-395-1444

Boerdery Inc.
Orange City, IA

Treasure Valley
Mixer-Feeders Inc
Sales & Service of
Cattle Feeding Equipment
On Site Repairs
15958 Gunﬁre Rd
Caldwell, ID
208-459-2750
Proud to support the
areas Farmers, Ranchers
and Dairy People

Class I
This is a health hazard
situation where there
is a reasonable probability that the use of
the product will cause
serious, adverse health
consequences or
death.
Class II
This is a health hazard
situation where there is
a remote probability of
adverse health consequences from the use
of the product.
Class III
This is a situation
where the use of the
product will not cause
adverse health consequences.
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Ridley Block Operations

C

RYSTALYX® has done it
again. The premier low-moisture block supplement has
combined with the premier pasture ionophore to create the only FDA-approved
low-moisture block with BOVATEC®:
IONO-LYX® B300 in the blue CRYSTALYX® barrel. The good news for
producers is that cattle will grow faster,
pastures will last longer and proﬁts will
increase.
Advantages of CRYSTALYX® and
BOVATEC®
When BOVATEC®, the leading ionophore feed additive for pasture cattle, is
combined with the proven supplementing performance of CRYSTALYX®,
there are signiﬁcant advantages:
• Improved growth rate of cattle by increasing rumen fermentation efﬁciency
• Maximized utilization of pasture by
encouraging animals to visit otherwise
underutilized grazing areas
• Consistent consumption compared to
other feeding methods for ionophores
• Precise intake of nutrients and BOVATEC®
IONO-LYX® B300 is ideal for beef
and dairy replacement heifers, stockers
and feeder cattle, and is a perfect way
for delivering an ionophore to grazing
cattle.
BOVATEC®: Proven Performance
BOVATEC® enables cattle to utilize
energy and protein sources more efﬁciently, resulting in improved growth.
It has been proven to increase average
daily gain by 9.82% in 84 pasture studies. That’s an increase of .14 pounds
per-head, per-day.
Ideal Delivery Method
IONO-LYX® B300 is the best method
to deliver an ionophore to pasture cattle. Like all CRYSTALYX® products,
IONO-LYX® B300 is designed to be
fed on a free-choice basis.
IONO-LYX® delivers:
• Accurate, safe, consistent nutrient and
ionophore delivery
• Highly controlled daily consumption
• Improved forage utilization
• Economical cost per-head, per-day
• Excellent return on investment
Compared to hand-fed supplements,
IONO-LYX® B300 is more convenient and economical. Where other

free-choice products containing BOVATEC® are concerned, IONO-LYX®
B300 provides precise, consistent consumption that assures the correct intake
of nutrients and BOVATEC®. University research shows that a high percentage
of cattle visit CRYSTALYX® products
and nearly three times as often compared to conventional dry mineral.
The New, Blue Barrel
IONO-LYX® has another unique fea-

ture: the container. IONO-LYX® is
available in a blue 250 lb. CRYSTALYX® durable steel barrel. The change
in barrel color is to ensure the highest
level of safety and proper use of feed
supplements containing BOVATEC®.
The blue barrel will differentiate IONOLYX® B300 from non-medicated
CRYSTALYX® products in the traditional black barrels. The blue barrels are
dedicated to IONO-LYX® B300.
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Buffalo Business Moving Toward Greener Economic Pastures

E

merging from a lengthy economic
drought, the U.S. buffalo business
today is leaner, healthier, and headed toward sustained growth, according to the
Denver-based National Bison Association.
“Deliciously healthy buffalo meat is catching
on in restaurants and retail outlets across the
county. This growing demand, combined with
current live animal prices, provides a great opportunity for producers to get into the business
at the prime time,” said Merle Maass, president of the National Bison Association.
Dedicated marketers, innovative association-sponsored promotion, and a newly approved source veriﬁed marketing program
are all strengthening the buffalo marketplace, according to Maass.
The new source veriﬁed marketing program is only the latest development in an
industry that is rapidly moving to meet
consumer expectations in terms of meat
quality and safety.
Under the program formally approved
September 15, 2003, the National Bison
Association will work with its individual
producers and marketers to implement a
USDA Process Veriﬁed Marketing seal assuring customers that source veriﬁed buffalo
meat is produced without growth hormones
or subtheraputic antibiotics. Participants

Cattle Only $1.70 Each
• A blood pregnancy test for your
bison, elk, cattle, sheep and other
ruminant animals
• Analyzed in our laboratory on
serum sent by you.
• Over 95% accurate after
30,40,40, 26 and 22 days after
conception in cattle, bison, elk,
goat and sheep
• Reproductive Management consulting available.
• Canadian serum import permits
are available.

Call or e-mail Garth Sasser
for more information or
visit our website.
105 East Second Street, Suite 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Phone/FAX: (208) 882-9736
E-mail: biotracking@turbonet.com
Website: www.biotracking.com

in the program will utilize state-of-the-art
electronic ear tags to track animals from the
ranch to retail outlets.
“This new label demonstrates that America’s buffalo ranchers are proud to stand
behind the integrity of their products,”
Maass said.
Source veriﬁed marketing will support
other marketing initiatives that are already
expanding buffalo beyond the white tablecloth restaurants that provided the core
business throughout much of the 1990’s.
Ted Turner has attracted signiﬁcant visibility in launching the new chain of Ted’s
Montana Grills in partnership with noted
restaurateur George McKerrow.
Other restaurants and retail stores across
the nation also regularly stock buffalo
products in meat cases and on menus.
The Denver Rocky Mountain News
that year announced that buffalo burgers were in, while portabella mushroom
burgers were out.
The National Bison Association has helped
spur new demand with unique and innovative marketing programs. Through the assistance of a U.S. Department of Agriculture
Value-Added grant, the association conducted a targeted Buffalo Stampede campaign
in Nashville, TN this summer, with several

S&M DAIRY SUPPLY
409 3RD STREET
RUPERT, ID 83350
“We Manufacture & Sell Direct To The
Dairy Farmer”
Before S&M Dairy Supply entered the
Magic Valley 20 years ago, Dairy Farmers
were paying high prices for their chemicals.
Over the years we have developed teat dips
and pipeline cleaners that perform equal to
the other name brands on the market. Due
to our manufacturing cost, S&M Dairy
Supply can sell these products at a lower
price which has helped in the lower cost of
chemicals today. We supply Dairies from
Logan, Utah to Boise, Idaho. Call and order
today! We deliver weekly.

Bruce Mortensen - Owner
(208) 431-5301
Blair Heward - Distribution
(208) 431-4302

creative publicity events designed to convince customers to try buffalo meat.
Steve Wilson of Kentucky, National Bison Association Vice President, credits the
Nashville Stampede with helping to build
demand in an area that has not traditionally
been considered a strong market for bison.
“Our association conducted extensive
research and determined that Nashville
was one of several cities across the country with strong potential demand for buffalo. By targeting our limited resources in
that market, we were able to create some
positive consumer pull,” Wilson said.
Buffalo meat today is offered in a variety of
restaurants, and can be found in the meat cases of nearly every Wild Oats, Whole Foods,
and other natural food stores. Increasingly,
consumers can also ﬁnd buffalo in the meat
case of conventional grocery outlets as well.
Despite the rapid growth in consumer demand, the bison business is relatively small.
Slightly more than 25,000 buffalo were
processed under federal inspection in 2002.
By comparison, the beef industry processes
roughly 130,000 animals each day.
The bison business is also highly entrepreneurial, with roughly half of the product being sold through direct ranch-to-consumer channels such as farmers’ markets,
internet sales, and catalogues.
Maass noted, “We know that our main
challenge is to get consumers to take their
ﬁrst bite of buffalo. Once they sample our
products, they want to know where they
can ﬁnd more.”
Buffalo have staged a major comeback since
teetering on the brink of extinction around
1900. Although the animal population grew
slowly through most of the 20th century, a
commitment from a handful of ranchers to
develop a viable commercial meat business
in the 1980’s launched a surge in the buffalo
population. The industry experienced rapid
growth in the 1990s with live animal prices
soaring as new ranchers came into the business. As the inﬂux of new producers slowed
in the late 1990’s, and as the industry was
slow to develop the retail marketplace, live
animal prices dropped sharply.
A USDA commitment to purchase up to
$10 million in buffalo meat for federal
food distribution programs is credited with
signiﬁcantly culling the herds across the
country. Meanwhile, the expanding retail
and restaurant markets are helping to once
again strengthen the live animal market.
NBA’s Wilson said, ‘This is a great
business, and this is a great time to get
into this business.”
Source: NBA
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American Angus Association Announces
Realignment Of Staff Positions To Optimize Resources

I

n keeping with the core strategies
of its long-range plan established
in 2003, the American Angus Association announces a realignment of staff
positions. These changes are effective
immediately and will affect both the ofﬁce and ﬁeld staff.
Three vice-presidents have been named
to assume leadership duties over the various Association departments. Bill Bowman has been named vice president, information & data programs. Richard Wilson
will be the vice president of ﬁnance, and
Jim Shirley has been appointed vice president, industry relations. All three men
bring years of Association experience and
leadership to their positions.
Instead of one large management team,
there will be three smaller teams with a
vice president to coordinate the efforts
of each unit, which will provide for increased efﬁciency and focus, says John
Crouch, American Angus Association
executive vice president. Another primary advantage of the new structure will
be the enhanced communication and in-

teraction with one of our most valuable
resources, the regional managers.
Under the new structure, each vice president will work with a group of staff and
departments to aid in optimizing resources
and decrease duplication of efforts. Bowman, who also serves as director of performance programs, will work closely with
the following departments: Member Services; Information Systems; Angus Information Management Software (AIMS);
and Performance Programs. Wilson will
over see the Finance Department and
Foundation Development. Shirley, who
will also assume the director of commercial programs post, will work with
Activities & Junior Activities; Industry &
Member Communications; Commercial
Programs; and Regional Managers.
Shirley, who has been a regional manager in Minnesota, Nebraska and South
Dakota since 1985, will move to the
ofﬁce in early May. Other ofﬁce staff
changes include hiring Sara Moyer as
the director of industry & member communications; hiring Milford Jenkins as

the director of Foundation development;
and hiring Kenny Miller as assistant director of ﬁnance. Matt Printz has also
been hired to work as a regional manager in Colorado and Nebraska.
In addition to changes in the ofﬁce,
some territories have been reassigned
to ensure better customer service to the
membership. The ﬁeld staff will increase from 12 to 13 regional managers.
Colorado and Nebraska will become a
separate territory. Minnesota, North and
South Dakota will also join together to
form a new territory.
The changes that are taking place are
evolving, Crouch says. We want to ensure that the changes improve service to
our members and their commercial bull
buyers.
The American Angus Association,
with headquarters in St. Joseph, Mo.,
provides services to more than 35,000
members and thousands of commercial cattle producers nationwide. For
more information about the Association, go to www.angus.org.

‘Breeding livestock as a way of life?
This program is for you!’
Pakatrak is a top quality custom livestock management system.
Your ranch logo will be placed on the startup form and on the various reports that can be generated. Record all health, breeding, birthing, ﬂeece, show, ancestry, income and expense information for
your animals. Group records by herd or location for easy record
updates. Query the database, set your own colors. This software
was speciﬁcally designed with simplicity in mind. ‘Spend your time
with your animals, not your computer!’
• Designed with simplicity of use in mind
• Works well for small or large ranches
• Easily customizable
• Trail copy available
Becky Roof and Oliver Brown
40075 Little Fall Creek Road
Fall Creek, OR 97438
(541) 741-7616 • broof@prodigy.net
Website at www.pakatrak.biz
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ALPACAS PRODUCE WORLD-CLASS, LUXURIOUS FIBER

Note: The following is the second installment of a four-part series featuring
alpacas. The ﬁrst provided an overview
of alpacas and the alpaca industry. The
last two articles following this piece will
concentrate on care/feed/nutrition and
how to purchase an alpaca.

W

ith the steady, twenty-year
growth of the alpaca breeding industry in North America, the demand for alpaca ﬁber and garments steadily grows, too. The unique
qualities of alpaca ﬁber make it both
luxurious and practical.
Alpaca ﬁber is as soft as cashmere and
stronger, warmer, and lighter than the
ﬁnest sheep’s wool. Making it even more
desirable, alpaca contains no lanolin,
thus making it hypoallergenic. People,
whose skin is extra-sensitive to sheep’s
itchy and scratchy feel, often choose alpaca ﬁber instead. Unlike wool, alpaca ﬁber has unique scales on its shaft, making
it lie down ﬂat on each hair follicle. The
itchy prickle, common to other natural ﬁbers, is avoided. This unique design also
prevents the ﬂeece from holding animal
dander, a major contributor to allergic
reactions. Alpaca ﬁber is also naturally
ﬂame retardant, water repellant, and tremendously strong and resilient.
Two distinct alpaca breeds create two
types of ﬁber. Huacaya (Wha-Ki’-ah)
alpacas are ﬂuffy, and grow soft, spongy
ﬁber. Huacayas have a corrugated crimp
that holds the ﬁnished yarn together.
Once spun, this dense ﬂeece makes a

very soft, yet durable, strand. Huacaya ﬁber is commonly used in knit and crochet
applications, but can also be used to fashion felt or quilt batting. The Suri (surrey)
has the same body structure as the huacaya but its ﬂeece grows as long, silky
locks. Suri ﬁber is smooth, shiny, and has
no crimp. Suri grows to great lengths,
creating majestic waves, swirling about
the alpaca’s body as it moves. When processed, Suri is commonly used in fabric
or woven applications, utilizing the weft
and warp of a loom to hold the ﬁbers in
place. The most prominent Italian suits
are crafted from suri alpaca ﬂeece.
Alpaca ﬁber is warm, soft, and one third
the bulk of wool. The softness is a result
of a ﬁne ﬁber diameter, which can be measured on a micron scale. A human hair has
a micron level of about 100 whereas alpaca can range from sixteen microns, in
the form of Royal Baby Alpaca, through
the twenties, for Superﬁne Alpaca. Micron
levels determine the nature of the ﬁnished
products. Baby Alpaca and low micron
ﬁbers are used to create ﬁnished goods
worn next to the skin, for a sublimely soft
and luxurious feel. Higher micron ﬁbers
create ﬁnished goods too, but typically
produce outerwear and apparel that can be
layered. The beneﬁts of warmth and durability, however, remain. Course ﬁbers,
not suited for wear next to the body, have
many applications. Course ﬁbers can be
felted, used as lining between other fabrics or can create the most exclusive rugs.
“The uses of alpaca ﬁber are limitless!”
Says Wini Labrecque, a long-standing ﬁ-

ber artist and member of the Alpaca Owners and Breeders Association’s (AOBA)
Fiber Committee.
In today’s marketplace, alpaca is used
to create long-lasting fashions that are
both useful and desirable. This year,
at the Second Annual Fiber to Fashion
Conference in Reno, Nevada alpaca enthusiasts discussed the many ways alpaca
ﬂeece can be enjoyed and proﬁted from.
The largest alpaca fashion show to date,
which showcased a wide range of fashions from casual to high couture, was a
conference highlight. “It was wonderful
seeing alpaca’s many uses. Every year,
the products become more diverse,” says
Kim DeVos, conference coordinator.
“We showcased casual items, from lightweight summer sweaters to rich embracing apparel for the coldest climates. We
debuted everything from elegant dresses
and evening wear to workplace attire for
men and ladies, consisting of contemporary pantsuits and blazers. Even outerwear and accessories were fashioned with
style for every age. There was something
for everyone, regardless of age, status, or
profession. Alpaca knows no bounds!”
Alpaca fashions are present in some of
the most prominent stores and catalogs
throughout the United States and elsewhere around the world. Furthermore, its
use by prominent designers is increasing,
as those designers recognize the many
positive attributes of alpaca. Wholesale
distributors featured at AOBA’s Fiber to
Fashion Conference provide convenient
opportunity for retail buying agents to
add the latest alpaca fashions to their
store inventories.
Alpacas were ﬁrst imported into the
United States in 1984. Since then, the alpaca industry has grown steadily, on average 22% percent a year, this according
to AOBA, the backbone of the alpaca industry. Current estimates total over 50,000
registered alpacas and 3,800 alpaca owners and breeders, who represent every
state, including Alaska and Hawaii.
The reasons to raise alpacas are plenty.
People choose to raise alpacas because
they are beautiful, intelligent animals.
They are relatively easy to raise and
require minimal acreage. They offer a
rewarding lifestyle and business opportunity. More people, who already own
livestock such as cattle and horses, are
discovering and capitalizing on alpacas’
breadth of appeal.
Alert and curious, adult alpacas stand at
approximately 36 inches at the withers
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and generally weigh between 150 and 200
pounds. They do not have horns, hooves,
claws, or incisors. Social animals that seek
companionship, alpacas communicate
most commonly by humming. Neck posturing, head tilt, and ear and tail positioning, are other communication methods.
Unlike some other livestock, alpacas are
not killed to be proﬁtable. Alpacas are
shorn every year. Most breeders shear in
the spring, but in cooler climates, breeders usually wait until summertime to shear
their animals. Shorn with sharp, well-oiled,
sheep’s clippers, alpacas can stand upright
or can be laid down and stretched out. One
shearing, typically ten to ﬁfteen minutes
per animal, produces approximately ﬁve
to ten pounds of ﬁber. Variables such as
age, genetics, environment, and nutrition
all inﬂuence ﬁber production.
After alpacas are shorn, there are several options to process the ﬁber. Both the
United States and Canada process alpaca
ﬁber in small and medium-sized lots. One
advantage of sending ﬁber to these mills is
that when the yarn is returned, the speciﬁc
product of a speciﬁc alpaca can easily be
identiﬁed. This is a strong selling point in
the cottage industry. An alternative to this
is to send the alpaca ﬁber to a regional or
national co-op, such as the Alpaca Fiber
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Cooperative of North America (AFCNA).
Co-ops like AFCNA, pool ﬂeeces and
collectively manufacture sweaters, hats,
scarves, gloves, socks, and other items for
wholesale and retail distribution.
Alpaca owners and breeders continue to
develop and improve their herds. They

genetically select the most productive animals to produce the best quality ﬁber. The
best way to learn more about alpacas is to
visit an alpaca farm or ranch. To ﬁnd one
near you, log onto: www.alpacainfo.com
or call The Alpaca Owners and Breeders
Association at: 1-800-213-9522.
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3 Hawk Ranch Alpacas

I

was raised in the suburbs with pet cats
and dogs; this was my only exposure
to animals as a child. I then began my
career in accounting. I spent 15 years doing
this type of work. The last position I had
was the comptroller of our 48 state trucking
company. I was ready for a change.
My husband was at the Ford dealership
waiting for the them to open when a man
approached him with questions about the
Ford diesel trucks performance. Neil answered his questions and then ask one of
the man. He noticed the guy was pulling
a very nice horse trailer with an air conditioning unit. Neil ask what was being
hauled and was shown his ﬁrst Alpaca.
He received a brochure about the animals and brought this to the ofﬁce for me
to look at. Once I read the brochure and
saw the pictures of the Alpacas, I wanted
to see them up close. We went to the Alpaca farm and looked at the many available Alpacas. There was one little male,
he was 9 months old; that I decided was
going to be ours. We thanked the owner
and told him we would be in touch. We
immediately started searching for the right

property. This process took us from Pennsylvania to our ranch in Colorado. We
contacted the Alpaca owner and made an
appointment to return to his farm. While
we were there we bought the little male I
liked so much plus 3 females and another
male. We were now on our way to beginning our new adventure. Neil went to
Minnesota and bought a feather-lite trailer
and came home to pick-up our little ones.
I say our little ones because we purchased
all juveniles. He took them to Colorado
to our ranch and began setting up the area.
We then found a buyer for our trucking
company and headed west, this was in
1991. I have been caring for and learning about these fantastic creatures to date.
You continue to learn new things all the
time no matter how long you work with
the Alpacas.
I liked my Alpacas because after the rush
of the main stream life style, I now had
time to enjoy life and the serenity of life
with the Alpacas. I did not show my Alpacas for many years, but ﬁnally I started
showing them in 2002. I have enjoyed every show I attended and when the Alpaca

HOME OF 3 HAWK SIR KNIGHT, 3 HAWK SOCKS,
SA MAGELLAN AND KLEIN NT840 TBS
OUR 4 MAIN SIRES CONTRIBUTE GOOD GENETICS
FROM CHILEAN, BOLIVIAN, AND PERUVIAN LINES
IF BLACK IS YOUR COLOR, WE HAVE 7 BLACK
JUVENILES WITH PERUVIAN GENETICS. WE
OFFER A WIDE VARIETY OF COLORS, GOOD
GENETICS, AND WE BREED FOR QUALITY.
RANCH VISITS WELCOME, PLEASE CALL AND
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT.
2720 Stove Prairie Rd.
Bellvue, CO 80512-68047

Phone: 970-498-0729
Web site: www.alpacanation.com/threehawkranch.asp
E-mail: threehawkalpacas@aol.com

wins a ribbon, I become so excited. I have
many ribbons already and just starting my
3rd season of shows. I do my own shearing and then have the ﬂeece processed
commercially. I am learning to make
many wonderful items from their ﬂeece.
I have attended a class for hat felting and
plan to attend more classes. From the
knowledge I have gained, I now can felt
a hat, make a quilt, and pillows. I am even
learning to crotchet.
I have been happier raising my Alpacas
in the Mountains of Colorado then I
would have every thought possible after
working in the public most of my life.
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They’re Not Llamas! • www.pronkavenue.com

T

hat’s just one reason for an
established operation to consider adding alpacas. You’ve
read about them, seen them on TV or
looked them up on the Internet. Maybe
you’ve thought to yourself: “I’m not
getting involved with those platinumcard camels! They cost like a new car
and they’re bound to go down the drain
just like llamas – exotics are good for
nothing!”

Not so, friend. Alpacas are not an exotic, hobby or pet; but a depreciable,
insurable asset – not for slaughter, but
ﬂeece-bearing, registered, pedigreed
livestock. Their ﬁber is warm as wool
but one third the weight, hypoallergenic and handles like cashmere. With
fewer than 50,000 animals in the US
and Canada (and further importation

prohibited by the registry), the current
market opportunity is in breeding. As
the population increases, we expect a
growing ﬁber market.

We started in this business with no
farm: no pasture, hay ground, barn or
fencing; no pickup, tractor, shop or
tools – just two animals, a house in
town, and a dream. After four years
we’ve built a small operation and increased our herd. Along the way we’ve
learned a lot about alpacas and a little
about farming too. As an established
farm or ranch, you’ve probably got
shelter, equipment, and pasture already.
About all you’d need is fencing appropriate for a small ﬂeece animal (and

some shears!) so your indirect costs
should be very low, allowing you reach
proﬁtability much faster.

A lot of folks are sold on alpacas because of the “lifestyle” – like us, they
want to exchange their city ways for
life in the country – but they don’t
have the experience or ﬁnances to
start with cattle or sheep from scratch.
As an established operation, you’ve
already got the land and the experience. All you need to add is the livestock. With these advantages, you can
start with larger herd of better quality
breeding stock, giving you a jump on
the lifestyle crowd – and that’s not
something that llamas (or even cattle)
can do. Call us to learn more about
how alpacas can work for you!
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Alpaca Ranching in the Northwest
By Bert Smith, Alpine Fiber Alpacas

H

ave you ever considered the
possibility of alpaca ownership? We are very glad we did!
We are Alpine Fiber Alpacas, a small
Oregon ranch raising alpacas since 1995
on a 5-acre property north of Portland.
Our philosophy has been to focus on ﬁber quality by breeding to the ﬁnest studs
in the country. Working with folks who
are considering owning alpacas, we have
found that they have many good questions. Here are answers to some of them
and references for more information.

“Spartacus: One of our
award winning herdsires”
Are alpacas just another exotic livestock fad? No, Alpacas have an intrinsic
economic value – luxury ﬁber that rivals
cashmere. They are unlike exotic livestock which are merely intriguing curiosities. That curiosity combined with a dash
of marketing generates demand when supply is low, so prices are high. However,
soon the market collectively wonders

“What are these things good for?” Alpacas are the breeding stock for a developing
luxury ﬁber industry and so do not face
the problems of exotic livestock fads.
Are we too late to get in on this? No,
alpacas do not follow the “exotic livestock fad” model where prices are drop
when the intrigue evaporates. The economic foundation of the alpaca market
is as solid as ever. Prices have been ﬁrm
since the ﬁrst major imports in the late
1980s – further evidence of a strong
economic model. Here are some reasons
the model will continue to be strong:
• Alpaca supply is relatively scarce.
Currently, there are 57,000 ARI registered alpacas worldwide compared to
over 7 million sheep in USA alone.
• Growth in supply is limited by one
offspring/yr
• Growth in supply is limited by closure of registry to imports
• Selective breeding is continually improving ﬁber quality
Do alpacas require a large time commitment? No, alpacas are very hearty, easy on
the land, and have relatively carefree birthing. Nancy and I both work full time away
from home. We have a neighborhood kid
who cleans ﬁelds for us requiring about 4
hours/week for 15 alpacas.
What are the economic beneﬁts?
Many, including:
• Tax deduction of purchase price up
from $24,000 to over $100,000 each yr,
with limitations (Schedule F, section 179)

“Characteristics of an outstanding
ﬂeece include uniform crimp,
ﬁrmness and density”
• Diversiﬁcation of assets
• Depreciation of assets (barns, fencing, equipment, etc.)
• Deduction of expenses (feed, vet care,
etc.)
And there are additional beneﬁts to an
existing rancher such as:
• Greater income potential
• Deployment of existing farm infrastructure
• Knowledge of selective breeding concepts
• Knowledge of general herd management practices
I hope I have answered some of your
questions. AOBA (Alpaca Owners &
Breeders Association) and ARI (the Alpaca Registry, Inc.) are both excellent
sources for more information. AOBA
has an extensive library of materials they
can loan you as well as information on
the web. We would also be happy to talk
with you. Contact information for us and
links to these resources can be found at
our web site at www.alpineﬁber.com.
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Pacos Valley Ranch • Get your ‘pacas at Pacos!

R

elocating from St. Paul, Minnesota, husband and wife
team Jim Leier and Michelle
Henrich moved to Eagle Point, Oregon to follow their dream. They
brought with them their six Suri alpacas purchased from Bluff Breeze
Farm of Cannon Falls, Minnesota
with champion bloodlines such as
Angel’s Advocate, Black Chip, Renzo’s Dr. Pepper, BBFAI’s Iceman and
Ameripaca’s Lady Godiva. In August
they welcomed the new addition of
a true black female cria increasing
their herd number to a lucky seven!
To date, four females are expecting
crias, all sired by prized herdsire
BBFAI Gunther.
BBFAI Gunther is now available for
breedings. He is a handsome dark mahogany 3-year-old with excellent conﬁrmation. His ﬁber micron count is 23
with a beautiful luster, full coverage
and tight lock structure. Gunther’s
sire is Pperuvian Elar and his Dam is
Ameripaca’s Lady Godiva. Paco, son
of Black Chip, will also be available
for stud services later this year.
Pacos Valley Ranch is small but
charming. Jim and Michelle spend
much of their day at the barn or pastures working to improve the quality
of life for their alpacas. “Because we

are small, every one
of our Alpacas gets
lots of attention and
it shows in the easy
way they respond to
handling” says Jim.
When you are ready
to explore the possibility of raising your
own alpacas, Jim
and Michelle welcome you to visit
their ranch and see
the difference their
special care actually
makes!
Whether
you are thinking of
beginning your herd
now or in the future, they welcome
the opportunity to
spend time with
you to share their
stories about these
amazing, magical
creatures. This is
the place to go if
you are thinking of
beginning a small herd of your very
own! Call to schedule your visit.
While at the ranch, check out Jim’s
custom furniture and cabinet designs
he builds in his woodworking shop.

BBFAI Gunther
A lifelong musician, singer and songwriter, Jim will soon be releasing his
latest CD ‘Paco Alpaca’. You may even
get him to serenade you with one of his
songs about his seven alpacas!
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What To Do With All Of That Fiber!
By Sheri Hewitt

W

e shear alpacas every spring.
Woodland Meadows Alpacas
will shear 45 this time. At
an average of about 5 to 6 pounds each,
that’s 180 pounds of ﬁber that is stuffed
into bags to await processing! Each year
has presented the same problem – what
will I do with all of that ﬁber?
I joined AFCNA in the very beginning
(1997). I dutifully sent them my meager
clip and because I knew absolutely nothing about cleaning and skirting, almost
half of my clip was returned to me at my
expense. It just sat there, for years! Since
then I have not sent ﬁber to the coop. The
reason for my lack of participation is simple: I just don’t have (or take) the time to
skirt it. It is a big job and frankly, I have
been very intimidated.
About a year ago I decided to do something that will change all of this. I decided
to design, knit and felt 100% alpaca products to sell. I already
owned one single bed knitting machine. One of the garments
I will be making requires double knitting, so I have purchased
two Passap double bed machines. They are computerized and
can be programmed to run unassisted.
Designing alpaca, especially knitted alpaca, can be challenging. Alpaca is a very ﬁne, soft ﬂeece and does not have much
body. Coming up with designs that allow the ﬁnished garment
to hang well and ﬂatter the ﬁgure is my greatest goal. The absence of body is one of the primary reasons alpaca is blended
with other ﬁbers. At this time, I plan to use natural colors, with
no dyes.

So, I will use my alpaca’s ﬁber and will send it to be spun into
yarn at a U.S. mill. My adult children have requested that I
make sweaters and skirts that they will be proud to wear. With
that in mind, I have begun the design process. Finished products will sell on my website, at shows, and to others for resale
on their websites or at shows.
My plans also include felting the less desirable ﬁber, such as
the leg and neck, to make vests, hats, totes, fabric and whatever
else I can come up with. This way, there will be no wasted ﬁber.
I just hate to waste something as valuable as alpaca ﬁber.
Check out my website, www.woodlandmeadows.com and
click on Country Store to see how the business is growing.

JCS Alpacas

J

CS Alpacas has been raising quality huacayas for a bit over
10 years now. We are a small farm with less than 20 animals.
We strive for correct conformation and solid color fawn to
dark brown animals. We can offer packages or individules with low
down payments and low interest rates. We specialize in American

Jim & Carolyn Morton
Neva Camp
32640 Peoria Road
Albany, OR 97321

541-753-9191

jcsalpacas@aol.com
www.jcsalpacas.com

alpacas that are all 100% ARI registered or registerable. We were
raised on farms and ranches and ﬁrmly believe in good common
sense in raising these animals. We have a very simple system for
caring for our animals that works and are more than happy to share
our knowledge with anyone. Interested? Give us a call or email.
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Solar T’s Alpaca Ranch • Our Focus is Alpaca Fiber
By: Blair & Lee Anne Timmerman

I

n 1998, the Timmermans
met alpacas at a shearing at a ranch in Durango, Colorado. A bag full
of silver-grey ﬂeece, from
an alpaca named Napoleon,
could be considered the birth
of Starry Nights Mill. That
particular ﬂeece was handspun by Lee Anne into a soft,
lustrous two-ply bulky. And
within months, Lizzie and
Suzy Q came to live at Solar
T’s Alpaca Ranch in Pagosa
Springs, Co. So began the
herd that became 40+, with
hundreds of pounds of alpaca
ﬁber that could no longer be
processed by hand.
The search began for a mill
to process our own alpaca ﬁber into a 3/10 coned yarn, suitable for machine knitting. There
were a few folks willing to blend our alpaca with wool, one
or two with 12 month-turnaround-time that would spin 100%
alpaca, and many who would combine our alpaca with that of
other breeders. None of these options worked for us. So we
made a foggy trip to Canada in November, 2000, to make a
commitment to our alpaca industry. By Christmas, we had our
mill up and running.
As we outgrew our ranch and our mill space, we searched
for a new home. An energetic alpaca ambassador, Muriel Mendonca, convinced us Oregon was the closest place to heaven.
In Fall 2001, we moved alpacas, mill, and family to the Paciﬁc
Northwest. In this beautiful place, we have found a community
committed to agriculture.
Our mission has always been “Fiber to Fashion”. We have
made the decision to process camelid ﬁber, exclusively. We
provide education and support to each breeder who comes
to us with an open bag of ﬂeece saying, “I’ve never done this
before, can you help me?” We ﬁnd we are able to assist in
every aspect of the alpaca industry, from selecting fencing to
preserve ﬂeeces, to choosing herdsires for improvement in
the quality of ﬁber. We provide marketing advice for setting
up farm stores, uncovering retail opportunities within communities, ﬁnding artisans to create ﬁnished product from the
yarn we produce for each breeder. We provide competitive,
easy-to-understand pricing. We work diligently to fulﬁll special requests (with each ﬂeece processed separately to customer speciﬁcations and with custom labeling), and to keep
our turnaround times as efﬁcient as possible in a family-run
operation. We were very honored when our industry presented us with the “Mill of the Year” award at the ﬁrst AOBA
Fiber to Fashion Winter Conference.
With an eye to always improving the ﬁber of our herd, we
have chosen a son of Mr. President (one of the industry’s high-

est selling males) to be our
premier herdsire. My Accoyo
Peruvian Dionysus (co-owned
with Magical Farms) has the
ﬁne handle and exquisite
crimp that we prefer for luxury garments. His ﬁrst cria are
on the ground, exhibiting the
low micron, bundling crimp,
that results in the best yarn
to be worn next to the skin.
As many visitors to our ranch
have already discovered, we
value the buttery softness of
alpaca ﬁber. Even our pet boys
have ﬁber ﬁne enough to produce quality sweaters.
We are proud to be part of
the alpaca industry, in which
breeders large and small have
contributed to making this a
viable agribusiness. So when someone asks, “What exactly do
you do with alpacas?” Send them our way for a visit. We can
show them the true “ﬁber to fashion” experience. For more information, visit our website, www.alpacas-r-us.com, or call us
at (503) 538-5673 or 1-888-317-9960.
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Idaho Elk Breeders Association
Elk Meat - The Safe Heart Smart Meat

P

eople are worried about Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathies (TSE). This is the
family of diseases known as Mad Cow
Disease in cattle, Scrapie in sheep and
Chronic Wasting Disease in elk and
deer. You should eat farm raised Elk
because every Elk that is butchered for
retail sales is required by law to be tested. Clint Evans, manager of Elk Springs
Ranch in Garden Valley, Idaho and
Board Member of the Idaho Elk Breeders Association, explains that the Elk
Industry is the only industry that tests
every animal that is butchered for TSE.
In addition to the TSE test, each Elk is
inspected by USDA or Central District

Health guidelines for wholesomeness.
If you are worried about fat, calories
and cholesterol, the USDA statistics report Elk meat as naturally lean meat. It
is estimated that 20% of U.S. consumers
are using some form of a low carbohydrate, high protein diet plan to achieve
weight loss. Elk meat ﬁts well in these
diets because it is high protein (30g) low
cholesterol (73g) low fat (1.9g) and only
has 124 calories per serving.
The North American Elk Breeders Association is starting brand recognition
for elk meat as a “Heart Smart Meat”
because of its health beneﬁts. The guidelines mandate that elk be raised in an environment that provides feed free from

harmful chemicals, growth hormones or
other non-organic substances. There are
over 3000 members of the Association
who have licensed Elk Farms in most
states across the country. These breeders
produce high quality, lean meat that is
available in ready to cook form without
a hunting license.
In Idaho, many of the members of the
Idaho Elk Breeders Association sell Elk
Meat from their farm or on a web site.
The retail Elk Meat is available at Meats
Royale 6300 Overland in Boise, ID and
at Elk Springs Ranch in Garden Valley,
ID. For more information about the Elk
Industry, contact the Idaho Elk Breeders
Association at 208-462-3072.

Roswell Wool Dedicated To A Tradition Of Integrity

W

e would like to tell you
about our company Roswell Wool and how we
can be of service to you.
Each partner is actively producing
and /or feeding lambs here in New
Mexico. We purchased the Wool Warehouse in Roswell in 1992 and purchased a second warehouse in 1994,
Roswell Wool and Mohair. We combined the two businesses and renamed
it Roswell Wool.
In 1994, I began managing the business.
At that time, 100% of the wool we handled
was from New Mexico. Currently, with our
growth, 50% of the wool we handle is from

out of state, even though the amount of
New Mexico wool we handle has grown.
We are now the largest wool warehouse
by volume, under one roof, in the United
States. Therefore, we attract wool buyers
from all over the world. We offer our wool
on consignments to all wool buyers at our
regularly scheduled wool sales each year.
We have sales in January, February, April,
May, October and December. Wool buyers who come to our sales have core information/grab samples/sample bales from
each lot of wool offered for sale to make
their visual inspection of each lot.
Our sales are by seal bid offerings
– meaning that each buyer who bids on

Wakefield Meats
(Mobile Butchering)

a lot of wool is by sealed bid. When the
bids are all in, I announce the high bidder, but not until the end of the sale do
I announce what the bid was. Therefore,
keeping the speculation on what each
buyer is willing to offer secret, thus adding a bit of excitement when several buyers are needing the same types of wool.
We look forward to earning your business, so you can see why when we say
“Dedicated to a Tradition of Integrity”,
isn’t just our motto, it’s our reputation.
If you have any questions, please don’t
hesitate to contact Mike Corn at (505)
622-3360 or 1-800-624-WOOL Website: www.roswellwool.com

UNITED AUTO REPAIR
213 E. 37th • Garden City, ID

FOR GENERAL AUTO REPAIR or DETAIL

Custom Butchering & Wrapping for:
Beef • Pork • Wild Game
Wild Game Sausage Processing
Retail Sales • Mon-Fri 8-5
7878 McElroy • Melba, ID

208-495-2838

Serving Ada, Canyon, and Owyhee Counties

Transmission service
Brake repair
Small Engine Specialist
4-Wheelers, Motorcycles, Lawn Mowers,
RotoTillers, Chainsaw, Generators, WeedEaters,
Gas-pumps and Compressors

Custom Welding and Manufacturing
Buy, Sell, Trade autos and trailers

Call Brad @ 208-345-3080
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ELK FARMING GROWS IN POPULARITY

A

n agricultural endeavor
which involves the husbandry of some of the most magniﬁcent animals on the planet. Sound
appealing?
Elk farming, which has been practiced in North America since the turn
of the last century, is growing in popularity. Raising Elk has become more
appealing to many who want a livestock operation that allows them to
make wise use of their land. Ranchers

(Elk at Rose Lake Elk Ranch)
and farmers may
diversify
their
local agricultural
economy, while
bringing some of
North America’s
most
majestic
animals into their
(Extra lean low cholesterol meat)
area, and raise
them on land that
is possibly not suitable for other agricultural uses.
Although Elk have been reared for a variety of uses for
more than a century, Elk breeding is somewhat a recent
phenomenon. When the North American Elk Breeders Association (NAEBA) was founded in 1990, it was made up of
just 35 members. At one point, membership surpassed 1,800
members from the United States, Canada, Mexico, Australia
and New Zealand.
Currently domestic elk are raised in 41 U.S. states and 9
Canadian provinces. The industry generates an economic
impact in North America alone in excess of $1 billion annually.
In addition to the market for breeding stock, elk provide
several valuable products:
Extra lean, low cholesterol meat is in high demand, and Elk
breeders are establishing businesses to sell by internet, at local retail outlets, and ‘white tablecloth’ restaurants.
Market for velvet and hard antler makes use of a renewable resource. As evidence for velvet antlers effectiveness

as a dietary supplement for those suffering from joint pain
grows, so does a good domestic market.
Many love to hunt the majestic Elk and trophy animals for
hunting ranches are a viable piece of the pie. The availability of high-quality trophies in the wild is increasingly limited, thus well-managed hunting preserves ﬁll this void.
Artists and jewelers use hard antler and ‘ivories’ for crafting
jewelry, knives, and home decor, and the leather is strong,
yet buttery soft, and makes high-quality boots, gloves, and
other apparel.
A diversity of products and markets continues to increase
opportunities.

Rose Lake Elk Ranch
100% natural
elk antler
for arthritis.
• RETAIL &
WHOLESALE MEATS
• LOCKER MEAT

www.va2000.net
Hours By Appointment
12205 S. Hwy. 3, Cataldo, ID Toll Free 877-855-6437
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CONNECTING WITH KINDERS!
By: Pat Showalter

K

inder goats and the Kinder Goat
Breeders Association were ﬁrst
publicly introduced via a front
page article, with photo, in the January,
1989 issue of United Caprine News. The
article invited interested breeders to join
in the development of the Kinder goat.
Now, 15 years later, it is amazing to look
back on the course that introduction has
taken. When the ﬁrst three does, later to
be called “Kinders”, were born in June
and July of 1986, little did we know
what an impact they would have on our
lives. The two breedings that produced
them, Pygmy buck to Nubian does, were
made out of a necessity to freshen the
does, but ended up taking us on an adventure of a lifetime!
We discovered that the invitation to participate in the development of the new
breed was an intriguing project to people
who had never seriously considered goats
before. The idea appealed, as well, to
those who had raised goats previously, but
liked the idea of a smaller size with which
to work. The new Kinder breeders soon
began discovering many surprising advantages to this new little goat. They tend
to be very intelligent, with laid-back and
cooperative personalities. They eat far less
than a standard size goat, yet their milk
and meat production is quite impressive
for their body size (average weight for
mature does, 115-125 pounds, for bucks,
135-145 pounds). They take on the Pygmy
Goat trait of a seasonal breeding so that a
breeder can have kids being born any time
of year without the hassle and expense of
special lighting to “fool” them into cycling. That translates into a milk and meat
supply that can extend right through those
usually lean winter months.
Kinders have become known for having
“litters” of kids. In 1997, Virginia State
University did a study using eight years of
kidding records from Zederkamm Farm in
Snohomish, WA, where the ﬁrst goats to
be called “Kinders” were born. The study
used 119 doe records for analysis, and
found that the average litter size overall
was 2.51. The range was from 1.94 with
yearling does, to an astonishing 3.47 in
four year old does. Triplet and quadruplet
births are very common, quintuplet births
are not uncommon, and there are four recorded births of sextuplets. The present

record-holding doe for the most live births
in her career, gave birth to 28 kids in seven
unassisted kiddings. There are a number
of does that are coming close to challenging that record.
Kinder gestation length in that group
of 119 does averaged 147.8. The average weight per kid is about 5.5 pounds,
and of course, will vary some with litter size. The ﬁrst quintuplet set reported
so far this year, reported individual kid
weights from 3.8 to 5.5 pounds. Weight
gain in the ﬁrst week was nearly doubled. A ﬁve pound kid (at birth) can, by
age four months, weigh 45-50 pounds.
Milk production is where the Kinders
are really stellar performers. In our
earliest literature, the KGBA claimed
that the Kinder does could average six
pounds of milk daily, with a butterfat
average of 6%, and a protein average of
4% or better. Not many people believed
the claim (“any goat that looks like that
could never be a dairy goat!”), but with
14 years of ofﬁcial DHIA testing, with
47 does having earned their production
stars to date, the numbers have proven
to be true. Kinder does are required to
meet the same standards as set by the
American Dairy Goat Association for
the standard dairy breeds. Because of
their high butterfat, Kinders usually earn
their stars ﬁrst on butterfat, and often,
on the next lactation, qualify on milk
volume as well. It is not unusual for a
good Kinder doe to be able to produce
a gallon or more of sweet milk daily
for a good part of her lactation. By the
way, cream can be scooped off the top
of chilled Kinder goat milk, saved aside
a little at a time in the freezer, then can
be whipped for dessert use, or made into
delicious butter. If you are wondering if
Kinder does have adequate teat size for
comfortable milking, the answer is yes,
but that depends upon proper selection.
Just like in any dairy goat breed, there is
quite a variety of teat and oriﬁce sizes.
The trick is to learn to select the type
you like, and build your milking herd
with those does that are easy to milk, if
that is important to you.
The milk production record-holders to
date are as follows:
Standard/group test on 305 day lactation, milk production: 11*M Zederkamm

Floribunda, 2480# milk/138# butterfat/88# protein -- year 2000
Because Kinder goat milk is extremely
rich, it is exceptional for use in cheesemaking. Cheese yield (drained curd)
from ﬁve quarts of milk will be from 3
to 4.5 pounds, depending upon the time
in their lactation. In Strasburg, Colorado, a growing goat dairy last year added
a nucleus herd of registered Kinders to
begin upgrading their milk quality. The
Lucky 7 Ranch dairy sells their milk
to a nearby cheesemaking plant. It is
a little early to determine the ﬁnancial
difference the Kinders will make, but
the higher the butterfat, the better the
price the milk will bring. As a bonus,
feedback from plant workers says that
the milk ﬂavor has improved noticeably
with the input of Kinder goat milk.
Kinder goats have spread across the
US, with new breeders beginning also
in Canada. The largest concentrations
of breeders are in the Paciﬁc Northwest,
California, and Missouri, but there are
more and more developing areas. In
1997 a group of four bred does and an
unrelated buck were shipped to Brazil,
where they have acclimated very well.
Within four months of their arrival, the
ﬁve Kinders had become 16, and they
have continued to increase from there.
Though Kinders are being tested in many
different situations, their primary placement so far has been as “homestead” goats,
supplying milk and meat for families.
Often the children of the family are the
“herdsmen”, and the goats provide a wide
variety of activities particularly useful for
home schooling situations (basic animal
husbandry, showing, cheesemaking, soap
making, cart pulling among them). Many
young people are using Kinders for 4-H
projects, and there are reports of small
business activities making cheese and
goat milk soap products.
If you haven’t met a Kinder, you have
missed a special experience! If you
would like to learn more, the Kinder
Goat Breeders Association offers a
free informational color brochure. The
Association has a web site at: http://
members.aol.com/kgbassn. The KGBA
address is: P.O. Box 1575, Snohomish,
WA 98291-1575. The phone number is:
(360) 668-4559.
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Harleman Mfg.L.L.C. • We Dig Holes Better Than Moles

H

arleman Mfg. L.L.C. builds Ground Force Post Hole
Diggers, Heavy Duty Rock Diggers and Augers to ﬁt any
application. Home of the most powerful Ground Force
Post Hole Digger that has ever been built, Harleman Mfg designed
this digger for years of trouble free service. It is built tough to last
and will perform beyond your expectations. The Ground Force
Post Hole Diggers were built to drill holes where you need them
and will drill in solid rock, concrete, compacted and frozen soils.
This down pressure post hole digger diverts the weight of the
tractor to the drilling surface of the bit, increasing drilling performance. The Ground Force is a complete down pressure post hole
digger for a Category 2-Three-Point Hitch. It comes with an 88
HP Gear Box, N35 series PTO Shaft, and Carbide Bullet Tooth
Rock Augers that will drill in rock conditions, including SOLID
rock. Augers are available from 6 inch to 24 inch diameters.
The Ground Force Diggers Model F8C are designed to be
used on 60 HP and larger tractors, and should not be attached
to smaller tractors. This also applies to the Conversion Kit.
Mounting Digger to Tractor. The Ground Force Diggers
come equipped with side adjusting links, used to lock the threepoint hitch in a rigid position. The side adjusting links should
be used to determine the height the digger will be carried on the
tractor. Shortening the side arms will result in the digger being
carried at a higher position. Lengthening the side arms will result in the digger being carried at a lower position. The higher
position will increase ground clearance. The lower position
will increase drilling depth.
Once the bolts are installed in the side adjusting links, the threepoint hitch is locked from moving up or down. The three-point

hitch control lever on the tractor is to be placed in a lowered position and not used as long as the digger is attached to the tractor.
The Remote hydraulic lever is used to operate the digger, not the
three-point hitch.
A Down Pressure Conversion Kit comes with a New Frame,
Lock Down, Hydraulic Cylinder and a Hose Kit. The only parts
you use from your old digger is PTO Shaft, Gear Box and auger will convert all post hole diggers to a digger that will drill
rock when ﬁtted with a Rock Auger.
Harleman Mfg. offers the whole spectrum of leasing. Lease
purchase options include:
• Fair Market Value/Technology Refresh Lease - provides
options for continuing Equipment upgrades.
• First Amendment Lease - features purchase or renewal options.
• Leases that include service and /or supplies.
• Tax Exempt Municipal Leases (offering extremely low rates
to state and county Authorities, cities, public schools districts,
etc. Call for special rates).
• Master Lease Agreements (for larger customers with
ongoing equipment needs).
For your safety, always use EXTREME CAUTION when using
any type of equipment! Accidents can happen in the blink of an
eye. Never allow anyone to stand within 25 feet of digger when
in operation and always make sure tractor is in a level position!
Harleman Mfg. has your digger waiting for you. Contact them
today at 660-598-2227 or Fax: 660-598-6870. Online ordering
is available. Please contact them for shipping charges before
ordering. Truck freight is available to all locations, or can be
picked up on-site at Harleman Mfg. L.C.C. Factory.
• Adjustable for 3x3 or 3x4 bales
• Quickly & easily removed to
allow for small bale loading
• On the go loading, no stopping
necessary
• Bolted on mounting bar ties
both sides of frame together
causing LESS frame and
spring breakage
• No welding on your machine
• Delivered to your yard and
mounted on your machine
• Plenty in stock

1068
1078

1075
1085

1095
1089

Total no. of 3x3 bales per load

10

12

15

Total no. of 4x3 bales per load

5

8

10

No. of bales high when in stack

5

4

5

Bale Wagon model no.

Joe, why don’t you save your gun
powder and order some

Fort Dodge Gopher Bait?
CALL: 805-736-0065
FAX: 805-735-3629

FORT DODGE CHEMICAL, INC.
P O BOX 2021 - LOMPOC CA 93438

(cannot be mounted on a 1048, 1049 or 1065 because of the engine placement)

1350 GLENWAY
FRUITLAND, ID 83619
Ofﬁce (208) 452-6045
Fax (208) 462-6065
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Big River Buildings • #3 In Building Sales In The U.S.

H

i! We are Big River Buildings based in Burley, Idaho. We cover the areas in
Idaho from Mountain Home to the
Utah line, all of Southeastern Idaho,
Northern Nevada, Western Wyoming
to the Montana line. We are proud to
introduce the Outback Steel Building
to these areas. Outback has been in
business for many years in Australia.
Due to termite and wood rotting problems in Australia, a 100% galvanized

steel frame building was designed,
selling in excess of 20,000 buildings
a year.
A few years ago, this building franchise was brought to the United States
by Dan Loftis, a prominent building
business man in Portland, Oregon.
These buildings are not pre-made
kits. Each building is individually designed on a computer and sent to certified engineers for stamped plans to
meet individual county codes, wind

speed, snow load, etc.
These Buildings are engineered and
manufactured in the United States.
We would like to thank our customers for the year 2003 where Big
River Buildings was #3 in building
sales in the United States. This is a
family owned business. We sale and
construct these buildings, or we sale
the kit and you can construct it yourself. The kit includes all components,
doors, and instructions for a complete
building.
Testimonials
**In talking with a regional representative from a large building business, I
was told that this is the best system he
has seen in his 35 years in the building
business for size and cost.
Owners Comments:
** We are very pleased with our
Outback Building. The quality of
building we received at the price we
paid is outstanding!
----Kevin & Jamie - Inkom, Idaho
** Very nice building!! I am extremely pleased with the look and
quality of these buildings.
----Ernie - Pocatello, Idaho
Please give us a call at (208) 3122276 for information or quotes for your
area. www.bigriverbuildings.com

Agricultural
Engineering
Associates
1000 Promontory Dr.
Uniontown, KS

(800) 499-5893
• 3 decades of experience and dedicated
service speciﬁc to clients best interest.
• Innovative and cost effective design for
optimal animal production and environmental control for beef, swine, dairy,
sheep & poultry facilities, etc.
• Site development and regulatory compliance services throughout the central
United States.
• Computerized mapping, surveys,
design stakeout and earthwork balance.

www.agengineering.com
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Precision Pumping Systems

P

recision Pumping Systems specializes in Variable Speed controlled pumping systems. Our
ﬁrst VFD’s were installed in 1985, and
we have remained the leaders in variable
speed pumping technology ever since.
PPS is capable of providing exceptional products and service in the following
areas:
Consultation. Whether you have existing equipment, or are planning a new
irrigation system, PPS staff can provide
a thorough analysis and a professional
assessment of your requirements.
Design. After a comprehensive review,
PPS can design a pumping station and
a control system to meet your exact requirements.
Manufacturing. PPS is a UL508 Certiﬁed Industrial Control Panel manufacturing facility. PPS uses ABB Variable
Frequency Drives, and is an ABB Authorized Systems Integrator and an ABB
Authorized DSS Service Center with
factory trained technicians.
Installation. Our staff has a combined
120+ years in the pumping industry.
Whether your system is a brand new
installation, or an upgrade on existing
equipment, PPS has the knowledge,
training, and experience to do the job
efﬁciently and correctly.
Service. PPS Technicians have ﬁrst
hand knowledge of your equipment.

Our service technicians spend many
hours in the manufacturing facility. We
do not outsource or subcontract our control panels; we build them, we install
them, and we service them. Our customers only have to make one phone call to
be in touch with someone who has expertise in every aspect of their pumping
system.
Maintenance. A pumping system is
like a vehicle in that it requires regular
maintenance to perform reliably. PPS
offers its industry leading Maintenance
Plus Program to provide consistent startups, check-ups, and winterizations.

Precision Pumping Systems can provide the following equipment:
Complete skid-mounted, variable speed
controlled, irrigation pumping stations.
Red-e-VFD Variable Speed pump panels.
VFD Control Panels from 5-1,000 hp
for existing pumps.
Automatic ﬁltration systems.
Turbine, submersible, and centrifugal
pumps and motors.
For more information, please visit our
websites: www.precision-pumping.com
and www.red-e-vfd.com or call 208-3235300 or Magic Valley: 208-431-1491
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Otters, Inc.

Dozer Blades Designed To Fit Your Individual Tractor

O

tter’s, Inc. is a family
owned operation,
building angle
dozer blades since 1958. The
company’s founder, Marion
Otter previously operated under
the title of Otter Manufacturing
until 1997 when he retired. He
then turned the company over
to his sons, Frank, Greg and
Doug Otter, presently, Otter’s
Incorporated.
An Otter Angle Dozer gives you
maximum use from your tractor
year-round for snow removal,
packing silage, terrace repair,
We Custom Design To Fit Your Tractor
cleaning feedlots, etc. Otter’s
For the mechanical front wheel standard 4-wheel drive tractor
will custom design blades to ﬁt your individual tractor.
there are optional widths of 10 ft., 12 ft., and 14 ft. and optional
Otter’s offers balanced and pivotal dozer blades for the standard
accessories offered.
2-wheel drive tractor with optional widths of 9 ft., 10 ft., 11 ft., and
“Think Otter” for your pushing, packing and cleaning. For
12 ft. The blade mounts close to the front wheel for best control,
more information or questions, Phone 785-567-4648 or Fax:
has easy suitcase linkage for angle change and activates from a
785-567-4629. E-mail: info@otterdozer.com; Website: www.
standard 8-inch cylinder which is included. The push frame is
otterdozer.com
designed to take the beating that a dozer gets on the corner.

OTTER
ANGLE DOZER

EXCLUSIVELY POLE
BUILDINGS
Garages, Horse Barns,
Carports, Riding
Arenas, Shops, Etc.

“THINK OTTER” for your pushing, packing & cleaning ...An
OTTER ANGLE DOZER gives you maximum use from your
tractor year round for snow removal, packing silage, terrace
repair, cleaning feed lots, etc.

Strongest • Smartest
Best Build

Models Available: MFD, 2WD & 4WD
To Fit
igned
“Des ndividual
I
Your ctor”
Tra

Otter’s Inc.
HC1 Box 143 • Clayton, KS 67629

M&M Pole Buildings

www.otterdozer.com

(208) 798-1869

(785) 567-4648

1615 Ripon Ave. • Lewiston, ID
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KARAM MANUFACTURING

T

he PHASE-0-MATIC rotary converter is a low cost
method of producing three-phase power from a single
phase line. The converter, resembling an electric motor,
is designed to operate as a three-phase distribution system for
farms, factories, or any other small business where three-phase
power is needed and only a single phase line is available; The
PHASE-0-MATIC is capable of operating an indeﬁnite number
of motors at full power from a single converter, which differs
from static converters, that are restricted to operating a single
motor at 60% power. The PHASE-0-MATIC can operate a
single motor, or numerous motors, individually, concurrently,
intermittently, or continuously as though connected to a threephase line. PHASE-0-MATIC permits a combination of motors
to vary in horsepower, motor speed, duty cycle, instant reverse,
and be started and stopped frequently with no effect on the
converter. The maximum size of a given motor is limited to the
horsepower rating of the converter, The TOTAL HORSEPOWER
LOAD should not exceed 2-times the converter rating. There are
exceptions, where-high speed (3450 RPM) motors, or squirrel
cage fans are used. For our suggestions on the preceding, please
advise us on horsepower, RPM, amperage, and what the motor
will operate. Converters of 230 volts or 460 volts, 60 cycle in
ratings from 3 to 100 horsepower are available.
PHASE-0-MATIC converters (Power Factor .96+) raise the
power factor of the motor system, thereby lowering the effect
of starting. Amperage is reduced with the efﬁciency rotor, bringing three-phase motors up to speed with only a slight voltage
drop. The starting KVA of a three-phase motor connected to a
PHASE-0-MATIC is about 30 less than the same motor operating on solid three-phase. It has been observed that up to 50 HP
motors on a medium loaded single phase, 7200 volt line, created
virtually no ﬂicker or disturbance.
To summarize, PHASE-0-MATIC enables you to operate as
many three-phase motors as desired with the highest performance
and efﬁciency expected from a direct three-phase line with less
expense, a minimum of maintenance, and no adjustment or
regulation.
Warranty will be one year from date of purchase unless stated
otherwise.
Phase-0-Matic™ Rotary Phase Converters are sold through
dealers nationwide. For more information contact KARAM Mfg.
at 1944 70th St. in Fairmont, MN 56031 at 800-293-8969.
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TM
Phase-O-Matic
Rotary Phase Converter
Operates 3 Phase Equipment
from a Single Phase Line
Use For:

Features:

• A multimotor phase converter
that will operate one or more
• 3-phase motors from a single
phase line
• Motors develop full horsepower
with high efﬁciency
• Perfomance equals or exceeds
that of any other phase converter
• No transformer

• Water & Irrigation Pumps
• Regular & MIG Welders
• CNC Machining Equipment
• Machine Tools
• Compressors
• Grain Dryers
• Elevators
• High Power Fans

230 or 460 VAC
60 Hz power source

• No relays
• No electrolytic capacitors
• Motors are capable of instant
reverse and as many starts
as desired
• 3 to 100 horsepower
• Completely rodent proof

1944 70th St.
Fairmont, MN 56031

1-800-293-8969

UDY Corporation
Scientific Equipment
201 Rome Court Fort Collins, CO 80524
Voice: 970-482-2060 • Fax: 970-482-2067
http://www.udyone.com • email:udy@udycorp.com

UDY Corporation

U

DY Corporation manufactures and sells coring tools
for sampling baled hay, alfalfa and other baled forages.
The product line is known as the Colorado Hay Probe.
There are ﬁve models to choose from depending on your needs.
These coring tools allow you to properly sample your forage
lots. With good sampling methods and the right equipment your
testing will accurately represent the quality of your bales.
These models are highlighted on our web sites, www.udyone.
com and www.udycorp.com.
After reviewing our web sites, please contact us at (970) 4822060 with any questions.

COLORADO HAY PROBE
• Low Cost
• Easy to Use “Push In” & “Drill In” Models Available
• Durable Aluminum Alloy with Stainless Steel Tip
(resharpenable)
• Can be used on All Bale Sizes and All Types of
Baled Forages
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Oteco Mfg.
Eliminate Your Center Pivot Wheel Track Problems

O

TECO MFG. sold its first
track filler in March of
2000, in mid-January of
2004 they just delivered their
#200th trackfiller to Arizona.
OTECO is a family owned business, which came into existence
because of a problem, and the grace
of God.
Jim Stevenson was trying all sorts
of things to try and keep from making bad ruts from his irrigation pivots. It seemed everything he tried
damaged his crops in one degree
or another. The different nozzles
left dry spots in the fields, and he
knew that tall tires just left deeper
ruts and more strain on gearboxes
and wide tires left wider ruts. In his
mind the solution would be to put a
road based material in the rut, the
only question was how to do it.

He designed a small box with a funnel on the bottom, and began filling his ruts. The neighbors began to
take notice and asked him to build
them one. Jim goes to his fourth of
five son’s Otie, he catches him in
his hay field, broke down.
Jim tells Otie, “ I’ve got a job for
you.” Otie says, he remembers thinking, just what I need, another job.
Looking from hind site now, Otie
says, “ I wish I’d thrown my tools
down on the spot and went to the
shop.”
However, Otie didn’t start designing
the current trackfiller until fall. The
trackfiller which sold in March of
2000 was much bigger, had a ten yard
capacity, with an adjustable screed
below the funnel to help knock in the
sides and regulate the height of the
mound.

Are you troubled with sagging gates or gates
that won’t stay open while you drive through?

“Jimmy Jack”
by Oteco To The Rescue...

It has a two-foot by four-foot opening to facilitate the gravity flow of
material, with a hydraulic gate at the
bottom to close during transport. The
machine was patented and have since
sold all over the mid and western
United States. That year, when the
first one sold to Australia, Jim and his
wife, Dorothy dubbed the company,
OTECO.
OTECO just got its second patent
on a product they call the JIMMYJACK, which they hope to begin
marketing soon. It is a spring-loaded jack, which installs right inside
of a metal gate. When pushed to the
ground, it takes the weight off the
hinges of the gate and holds the gate
in place.
“We’re just praising the Lord,”
says owners, Jim and Dorothy, Otie
and Tonya Stevenson.

THE ONLY SOLUTION,
all else is just another problem!

OTECO

WHEEL TRACK FILLERS
10 Yard
Capacity

To Order or to get more information
Call: 307-322-3373 or 866-564-6952
Fax: 307-322-3374

Oteco

82 Rainbow Road • Wheatland, WY 82201

(307) 322-3373

www.OtecoMfg.com

PATENTED
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Egbers Flighting & Supply Co.
Egbers Still At It

W

hen you hear Auger flighting, most of you
think of Egbers. We’re very proud that we’re
so well known by our customers, “Says Doug
Egbers, owner of Egbers Flighting & Supply.” The Egbers
family has been involved in the Auger and Agricultural
Repair business since 1974.” Doug and Laura Egbers are
the newest members to take on the family business. In
January, 2003 Egbers Farms Inc. was purchased and Egbers
Flighting & Supply was set in place.
Egbers still offers a wide variety of auger flighting and
recently they opened up their other stock items for resale.
“In the past, we did not heavily advertise our stock of tube,
shaft and auger accessories. There are so many companies
that require minimum orders, we opened our stock items
to better accommodate our customers,” says Laura Egbers.
Egbers has no minimum order requirements.
Also new with Egbers is their 20 ft. balancing machine.
They have found a better-finished product when unloading
augers are balanced. “We can take most of the vibration
out these unloading augers,” Doug Egbers says. The faster
the auger runs the greater the need for the auger to be
balanced. ”We have customers drive from all over just to
balance their grain cart augers.”

1200 Sizes of Auger
Flighting on Hand
90% of our Stock is Super Edge
We ship ﬂighting mounted or unmounted
Custom Machine and Fabrication

Computerized Balancing Available
Supporting parts plus Pipe, Tube & Shaft and more

Whether you need to patch your auger or require
total replacement
Egbers Flighting & Supply Co.

Your One-Stop-Shop for your replacement needs
No Minimum Order Requirements!

Phone 402-567-2773 • Fax 402-567-3211
www.eﬂighting.com

Along with their many stock items, Egbers accommodates
their customers by shipping complete augers. “We have a
lot of talent in our company, and we like the variety of
projects that we do,” says Doug Egbers. “We’ve worked
on augers as small as 2” in diameter for corn burners and
24” in diameter for a rock quarry.
Walking into their inventory shed, you see rows and
rows of auger flighting. Around 1200 sizes are on hand
at all times. 90% of these sizes are the ‘Super Edge’
Auger Flighting. Egbers possesses a talent for size and
application. Just call on their sales staff and they can fit
about any application you have for your combine, grain
cart, transport auger and more.
Remember, Egbers Flighting & Supply; they’re your one stop
shop for auger replacement needs! Phone: 800-462-2588 or
402-567-2700, website: www.eﬂighting.com
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Johnson Mfg., Inc.

HyGrade Pull Type Graders - Designed With The Farmer In Mind

J

ohnson Mfg., Inc. began in 1981.
Gerald Johnson Sr., Founder and
inventor, began his manufacturing
out of necessity. Through ingenuity and
need, he invented farm implements. He
then had these inventions patented in the
USA and Canada. Marketing began, and
Johnson Mfg. was born. Our company
Motto is “If you like our product, tell
others; if you don’t, tell us.”
Located in Kulm, North Dakota, Johnson
Mfg. employees take pride in their work,
and through employee teamwork, they
build high quality products that meet and
exceed our customer’s expectations.
Johnson’s operator-friendly HyGrade
Graders are built rugged because tough

jobs need tough equipment. They are a
quick and economical way to clean and
maintain waterways, rebuild ponds, dig
irrigation ditches, ﬁll washouts, level
building sites, clean feedlots, grade roads,
remove snow, level ﬁeld edges, and any
other jobs with your farm tractor.
There are four models to choose from.
The models 1200RS and 1400RS have
hydraulic rear steer that allows the
operator to move the blade 4 to 5 feet
more to the left or to the right side
of the tractor hydraulically from the
tractor seat. They require 4 hydraulic
remotes. The Rear Steer feature allows
the HyGrade Grader to clean along
feedlot fences, buildings, trees, etc.

without having to drive the tractor
too close to the objects that you are
working near. The Rear Steer also gives
the grader the capability to clean out
irrigation and drainage ditches that are
wet, while keeping the tractor on dry
ground. The Rear Steer Models make
road construction and rip rapping easier
since the operator doesn’t need to drive
as close to the edge of the road banks.
Johnson Mfg., Inc. is continually
improving its product line. Business
hours are 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday central standard time. For
more information, please phone 1-800874-5600 or visit our website at www.
johnsonmfg-hygrade.com.

TJT Inc.

T

JT Inc. has gone into the Metal business. We offer a
variety of metal buildings, carports and awnings. They
come in various sizes and colors to choose from. Individually engineered and designed. Call for free estimate 208365-3221 or 800-445-1338 www.tjt-inc.com

Manufactured Homes Set Up
Materials • Siding • Skirting
Metal Buildings • Vinyl Fencing
We Also Do Awnings
And Carports

841 N. Washington
Emmett, Idaho 83617
(208) 365-3221
(800) 445-1338
Cell: (208) 484-3263
Fax: (208) 365-6348
www.tjt-inc.com

Gambrel Barn
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Ram Company
Cost Effective Way To Pump Water Without Electricity

T

he Fleming Hydro-Ram is a
tireless, energy saving water pump. The Ram Pump,
which is powered by falling water,
has been in existence for almost 200
years. The RAM pumped water to
households, farms, industries, railroads and towns until the advent of
rural electrification and the electric
pump. With today’s emphasis on alternative energy sources, the RAM
pump has surfaced as a viable means
to pump water when falling water is
available.
In 1978, Richard Fleming developed and marketed the Fleming Hydro-Ram, a lightweight low friction
pump made of PVC material and requiring little or no maintenance. The
Fleming Ram will pump a portion
of the falling water uphill as high

as ten times the “fall” or “drop” of
water to the pump. Numerous variables, such as vertical lift, size of
pump, rate of ram pulsation, length
of drive pipe and discharge pipe will
affect the amount of water a Ram
will pump.
In addition to the efficient lightweight Fleming Hydro-Rams which
are designed to handle falls of water
to the pump of up to 20 feet and lift
the delivery water up to 100 feet,
the Ram Company also offers a high
volume Hydro-Ram made of heavy
cast aluminum with an input pipe diameter of 3 inches. The heavy-duty
pump is designed to meet the needs of
lift irrigation and other applications
where either larger volumes of water
are required or extremely high lifts of
water are needed.

The only source of power necessary to run the pumps is the kinetic
energy of falling water. Enough
water must fall two feet or more
through a pipe ten feet long or longer to the Hydro-Ram for it to operate. That’s all that is needed. Working on a ten-to-one ratio, the higher
the fall, the greater the height the
water can be pumped. The smaller
plastic pumps will pump up to three
gallons per minute. The 3 inch PVC
pump will pump over 5 gallons per
minute and the 3 inch metal pump
will pump over 10 gallons per minute with proper installation and the
right natural conditions.
What can the Fleming Hydro-Ram
do for you?
The Ram uses the force of falling
Continued On Page 42

Litchﬁeld Analytical Services • Offering Complete Testing Services

A

gricultural efﬁciency starts here.
Efﬁcient livestock nutrition requires reliable feed and forage
analysis data. Litchﬁeld Analytical Services offers testing for many varieties of
samples. Feeds, Forages, and grain; soils,
greenhouse media, fertilizer, manure and
lime; water, plant tissue, and even lawn
and garden testing. We do it all!
The major objective of soil analysis is
to inventory the soil’s nutrient reserves
and chemical composition. Since insufﬁciencies of essential elements can limit
crop yields, this information is essential
to determine what, if any, additions of

Litchﬁeld Analytical
Services

www.litchlab.com • litchlab@qcnet.net
Litchﬁeld, MI

fertilizer or lime are justiﬁed to produce
maximum economic yields. Soil analysis is one the best management practices
to insure that lime and fertilizer nutrients
are applied in both an economically and
environmentally responsible manner.
Backed by chemistry and research, soil
analysis should be part of every producer’s arsenal to control costs, maximize
returns and protect the environment.
We utilize the most modern laboratory
methods available. Our staff is trained
and experienced in soil analysis, which
ensures you accurate and consistent results. Sample analysis will be completed

within 72 hours of receipt of samples.
Results can be reported by email, phone
or fax upon customer request.
Compare our turn-around time, the
quality of the tests that you receive,
and our rates. We are sure that you will
want to place your soil analysis work in
our experienced hands. Our goal is to
provide you with quality laboratory services at competitive rates. Put Litchlab
to work for you!
For more information, phone 517542-2915 or fax 517-542-2014.
Email: litchlab@qcnet.net, Website:
www.litchlab.com

Agricultural Efﬁciency Starts Here
Efﬁcient Livestock Nutrition Requires Reliable Feed &
Forage Analysis Data
• NIR & Wet Chemistry Procedures Available
• NFTA & AAFCO Quality Certiﬁed
• Fast Turn-Around
• Results by Fax or Email

Put Litchlab To Work For You!

For more information call 517-542-2915 or fax 517-542-2014

Soil * Manure * Feed * Forage * Mycotoxins * Tissue
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D. Stutzman Farms • Not All Chicken Manure Is Created Equal

F

or over 30 years D. Stutzman Farms (dba J&D Fertilizer) has
had a history of turning “waste” products into useful and proﬁtable ventures. At a time when many corporations are downsizing, the diversiﬁed organization is investing in the organic farming
industry with a $1 million expansion to their current fertilizer processing
facility. Already suppling annually over 20,000 tons of processed poultry waste, the Canby, Oregon company, plans to add to that tonnage by
manufacturing a unique pelleted and granular organic fertilizer derived
from the by-products of poultry fryer and layer operations.
The company, owned and operated by Doug and Judy Stutzman,
began in 1968 as an organic fertilizer business when the Stutzmans
realized a need to dispose of the tons of waste generated by local area

ATTENTION FARMERS & ORCHARDISTS:
Buy Direct
D. Stutzman Farms
SUP’R GREEN CHICKEN MANURE
Premium Organic Fertilzier for
Superior, Organically Grown Crops

Consistently tests at or above 4-4-2
New Feature: Pulverized for Uniform Texture

*Delivered in Truckload Lots*
Call today to order: D. Stutzman Farms
Phone (503) 266-4610 or Fax (503) 266-8776
P.O. Box 307 • Canby, OR 97013
www.stutzman-environmental.com

chicken farms. At that time, the organic fertilizer market consisted mainly
of steer manure. Over the years, the Stutzmans successfully marketed
their Sup’R Green Chicken Manure through grocery and variety retailers,
and a number of garden specialty distributors and retailers.
In 1986, the Stutzman’s began their second “recycling” venture after
discovering a use for the tons of waste paper ﬁber generated by area
paper mills. This waste ﬁber had previously been landﬁlled, costing
the mills thousands in disposal fees. From the waste ﬁber, they created
a useful, environmentally friendly, paper-based cat litter and animal
bedding product. The products, Good Mews Cat Litter, Crown Animal
Bedding, and Pet’s Preference, are sold through national pet chains,
national and international pet product distributors, and every major
grocery chain in the paciﬁc northwest.
Recognizing the growing demand for organic and renewable resource
farming techniques, the Stutzmans used the manufacturing experience
and expertise from their cat litter operation to design a similar mill operation to process poultry waste and create a value added organic fertilizer.
The operation will produce a pelleted and granular fertilizer that is not only
organic, but will offer farmers and gardeners the beneﬁts of a natural slow
release of nutrients for optimum plant growth. In addition, the expansion
will be able to accommodate custom blending and milling for customers
with speciﬁc ingredient requirements. The expansion not only adds to
the employment of the company and community, but brings to market
competitively priced products that will add to the economic growth of
organic farming both regionally and nationally.
Available for interview: Doug Stutzman, President; Shane Stutzman,
General Manager; Bryce Purtzer, Sales Manager

United Oil

U

United Oil

“More Trucks To Serve You Faster”
Caldwell
Meridian
Fairﬁeld
Gooding

459-6363
884-8000
764-2205
934-4935

Twin Falls
734-2631
Jerome
324-2317
Buhl
543-4252
Glenns Ferry 366-2468

Premium Fuels & Lubricants for
Your Farm, Home or Business

nited Oil has been a part of southern Idaho history since
1939 when it was founded in Twin Falls, Idaho. It began as
a fuel service station with delivery service to farms in Magic
Valley. In the 1940’s it expanded to include a tanker transport division
complete with a truck sales and service and a parts department.
In 1949, R.L. Franklin, Sr. (“Pete”) and his son Bob established
Franklin Oil Company in Caldwell, Idaho. Home heating oil delivery and farm delivery service were the original components to the
business. In the 1960’s, the company began a period of growth which
included retail service stations and sales to branded dealers. Franklin
Oil was also a pioneer in commercial “cardlock” fueling ventures.
In 1975, the Franklin family purchased United Oil in Twin
Falls to expand its base of operations into south central Idaho.
In the 1990’s, United Oil grew again when it purchased Bob
Nicholes Oil Company in Caldwell, Jerome Gas & Oil, Buhl
Gas & Oil, Stevens Service and Glenns Ferry Oil.
United Oil purchased American Energy in September 2000 and
grew to include new product lines and service areas.
Although it no longer includes truck sales and service, United Oil is
known throughout the Northwest as a marketer of a wide variety of
petroleum fuels and lubricants. The company is presently managed
by third generation Franklin family members and directs its focus to
retail locations, agriculture, warehouses, commercial fueling network, intrastate transport delivery and pipeline terminal services.
As we embark upon the 21st Century, United Oil continues to concentrate on its mission of serving southern Idaho with a diverse product line, competitively priced, with prompt and reliable service.

Western Farm, Ranch & Dairy

Press Technology

P

ress Technology is a developer and manufacturer of cutting edge screw presses for a variety
of commercial and industrial applications. A
leader in new screw design, Press Technology specializes in developing and manufacturing equipment tailored to meet customer requirements and demands.
Press Technology is an industry leader in manufacturing durable, cost-effective dewatering equipment.
We feel confident that in a thorough comparison of
alternatives, the quality and value of PT & M’s equipment will be apparent. Our goal is to maintain 100%
customer satisfaction resulting in unequaled service
and support.
Press Technology was founded in 1992 by industry
design expert Mr. George Berner P.E. who offers more
than 40 years of experience in engineering, manufacturing and product development. His credits include
the design and development of screw presses for several leading manufacturers of pulp and paper equipment.
Contact us regarding questions, more information,
sample testing, or to schedule an equipment demonstration or consultation at you facility. Phone:
937-327-0755 Fax: 937-327-0756 Website: www.
presstechnology.com

AGRI-CLEANTM
Manure Waste Water
Separation, Odor Reduction
and Nutrient Removal.

PT&M

Press Technology & Mfg., Inc.
1315 Lagonda Ave. • Springﬁeld, Ohio 45503

Tel: 937-327-0755
Fax: 937-327-0756
www.presstechnology.com
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Hay Tech

Farm Alarm Developed by A Farmer,
For A Farmer

T

ired of getting up to check for Dew or Dew Point? Get
more sleep and avoid the guesswork simply by using
our Temperature Humidity Dew Point Farm Alarm
unit with its new features. This simple device automatically
awakens the farmer at optimum raking and baling conditions. Tired of getting up to check for Frost or need to know
the temperature? The Farm Alarm sensor must be placed in
the freely circulating outside air. By placing it in the sill of
an open window in your house or on the dash of your vehicle
with the window down, it measures the temperature, humidity
or dew point.
To operate, the farmer simply adjusts the unit to the setting
desired and when it reaches the preset setting, the alarm will
go off and the dial will light up.
This unit is not only used in the house and in the pick-up,
place it in the baler (sensor outside) so you can see where the
humidity or dew point is coming the fastest, and to keep an eye
on the temperature to help make better baling decisions.
This simple device also will awaken the farmer for any preset
temperature desired. Use the Farm Alarm to keep those crops
from freezing.
To order, for a dealer in your area, or for more information,
call: (541) 882-1212 or E-mail: acasebeer@e-isco.com
Website: haytechonline.com.
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Aeroswint • Introducing Newest Member To Our Product Line

T

wo years ago, Aeroswint started
the research and development
phase of a revolutionary new
trailer design. A trailer that not only has
the ability to haul an incredible payload,
but does it at a new level of speed and
safety. A trailer that not only dramatically increases your productivity, but
your bottom line as well.
With the growing problem of not having an adequate number of drivers to
keep up with today’s high volume chop-

pers, every truck must be able to move
the maximum number of tons from the
ﬁeld to pit every load. The Aeroswint
SideChuter combines very large capacity, very low maintenance, and minimal
hydraulic requirements.
The SideChuter unloads on the go in
less than ﬁve seconds. This not only increases the amount of silage the trailer
can haul in a day, but also greatly increases the productivity of the tractors
packing the silage. When unloading

across the pit, the truck virtually never
stops.
Even a novice truck driver is comfortable operating the SideChuter after just
a few loads. This is truly the most revolutionary forage hauling trailer ever developed. Phone our toll free number at
888-883-3269 or 785-391-2277 for additional information or comments you
might have. Fax: 785-391-2280
Website: www.aeroswint.com
E-mail: aero@gbta.net

Fort Knox Northwest® • The Most Trusted Name In Security

F

ort Knox has been building premium safes and vaults for over
22 years. In those years, we have
earned the reputation as “America’s Best”,
both in quality and customer service. We
strive to lead the industry in technology
and innovation. Our steel benders, welders,
ﬁtters and ﬁnishers are committed to providing the ﬁnest safes and vaults available.
Our safes have one of the most sophisticated and reliable locking systems available.
From raw steel to the last coat of paint, we
use only the best American made products.

With an industry standard being set by
the largest non-proﬁt, consumer protection organization, Underwriters Laboratory, you get peace of mind in knowing that
Fort Knox is one of only a handful that has
passed their rigorous testing. We do this so
you can be certain that your guns, family
heirlooms, coin and card collections, legal
papers, investment records, sentimental
items and much more will be safe.
At Fort Knox, we strive to maintain
our position as the most trusted name in
security.

FORT KNOX

®

NORTHWEST F.K.N.W. Inc.

Home, Business and Gun Vaults
Rob Mullins, AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR

TOLL FREE: 800-2FT-KNOX

FORT KNOX ®
SECURITY PRODUCTS
The Most Trusted Name in Security

1-800-238-5669 or 503-651-2498
Fax: 800-255-7438 or 503-651-2598
P.O. Box 787, Canby, OR 97013-0787

www.fortknoxnw.com

We offer the most extensive warranty in
the industry. Not only does it cover burglary, burglary attempts, ﬁre, ﬂood and
incidental damage, it also covers the lock
and paint, two items usually excluded by
other manufacturers. So, compare our
warranty to the competition.
Visit our showroom or one of our many
dealers nationwide. For additional information on Fort Knox Vault Doors or our
ﬁne line of safes and features, phone 1800-238-5669 or 503-651-2498.
Website: www.fortknoxnw.com

Western Farm, Ranch & Dairy
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Bully Dog Technologies
Bully Dog Powers Up Tractors And Deisel Trucks

B

ully Dog Technologies, a leader
in diesel performance products, makes
performance modules for
1996 and newer 7.6L and
8.1L John Deere tractors
with an electronic fuel
pump. For tractor models
in the 8000 or 8010 series,
the module is called the
Power Punch, and is advertised to increase horsepower 20 percent over
stock.
We decided to put this
module to the test and get
a tractor that had never
had any modiﬁcations
done to it and see exactly
what it would do before
and after the module was
installed.
We obtained a John Deere
8410 tractor equipped with
a PowerTech 8.1L engine.
The spec on this tractor is advertised
at 235 PTO horsepower. On the dyno,
the stock 8410 produced 252 PTO
horsepower. Philip Klassen from Bully Dog then installed the Power Punch
module onto the tractor. The module
plugs inline with the fuel injection
pump. The installation took less than a
minute, and in fact we had to ask Philip to review what he had done, since
the installation was so quick.
We then tested the horsepower setting
again. The 8410 with the module installed now produced 302 PTO horsepower. The gain of 50 horsepower was
a 20 percent increase in horsepower
over the stock setting, exactly as Bully
Dog had advertised.
Philip agreed to sit down with us
and answer some additional questions. We asked him about exhaust
temperatures, and he told us that the
module will increase exhaust temperatures about 150 degrees over
stock temperatures, and that Bully
Dog highly recom-mends that a pyrometer gauge be installed along

with the module to monitor exhaust
temperatures.
We also asked him if any farmers had
reported any transmission problems
after installing the module. Philip told
us that they haven’t had any problems,
and he also mentioned that Bully Dog
has been making the module for over
two years, with excellent feedback
from farmers and ranchers in all kinds
of different applications. As a speciﬁc
example, he mentioned one fanner in
Soda Springs, Idaho, who was able to
increase his speed when pulling a plow
from 3.5 miles an hour to ﬁve miles an
hour after installing the Power Punch,
signiﬁcantly reducing his inﬁeld time.
Truck power increases.
Bully Dog also makes performance
modules for diesel pickups. Bully Dog
was the ﬁrst to develop a module for
the 6.0L Powerstroke. The module
is called the Power Hound and it has
a three-position switch that adjusts
power levels from stock, 60 and 115
additional hp.
The adjustable Torque Dog ‘03 is

designed especially for the new 2003
Dodge Cummins 24-valve common
rail injection engine. It is programmed
to switch between stock, 75 hp and
110 hp. The module increases horsepower by advancing fuel time and altering fuel delivery, which provides a
more efﬁcient bum of diesel.
Bully Dog Technologies also has adjustable chips for both the GMC and
Chevy Duramax diesel engines. The
Dyno Dominator installs under the
hood and is an easy way to add horsepower. With an adjustable switch that
mounts in the cab, this user-friendly
chip provides three different horsepower settings — stock, 70, and 110
hp.
If you would like to leam more about
the Power Punch or truck power enhancements, Bully Dog Technologies
is located in Aberdeen, Idaho. As multigeneration fanners, they have had a long
history of working with diesel engines.
Bully Dog or one of its 800 nationwide
dealers can be reached at 208-397-3200
or via the web at www.bullydog.com
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Darrell Johnson
509-968-3307
509-856-7005
Chad Johnson
509-968-9797
509-899-4476

COMPETITIVE
PRICING

ELLENSBURG, WA
FREE
DELVIERY
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We Buy ALL Species
Of Logs,
Standing
PRAIRIE WOOD PRODUCTS Timber and
Timber Lands.

(541) 575-2811
KEN SPEAKMAN
JOHN SHAW
(541) 620-0955 (541) 620-1353
DALE STENNETT
DAN BISHOP
(541) 620-0332 (541) 620-0334

FOR ALL YOUR BALING
TWINE & HAY NEEDS

The leader in Hay-handling
The Oregon Road Runner
ood
New H r
fo
n
ig
s
De
bility!
ed Visa
Improv

The most efﬁcient, heavy-duty
hay-handling system available.
PLUS we have a good inventory of
Used Fork Lifts with NEW Squeeze.
NOW your choice of engines:
Cummins ISC 8.3, Cummins ISL 8.8

Sunny “D”
Manufacturing, Inc.

(541) 884-2361

4343 Highway 39 • Klamath Falls, OR 97603
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Meyer Industries Brings New Cutting Edge Technology To
Burrowing Rodent Control!!!
Rodenator Pro™ Advanced Technology in Rodent Control

C

oncern over the negative impact of poisons and inhumane
trapping devices led Meyer
Industries to develop the Rodenator
Pro ™. The Rodenator Pro™ is cutting
edge technology for eliminating burrowing animal problems. Burrowing
rodents destroy crops, plants, and ﬂowers and cause damage to golf courses,
football ﬁelds, yards, and orchards.
Rodents carry disease and can cause
illness, even death.
Today, Meyer Industries markets the
only known chemical and poison-free
system of its kind that is registered with
the EPA providing efﬁcient and effective burrowing rodent control. Farmers, ranchers, pest control companies,
nurseries, golf courses, and water districts experiencing rodent destruction
can eliminate the problem. City parks
and recreation departments, schools,
and public works, all of whom have a
responsibility to monitor public safety,
are using this system to eliminate rodent infestations in the U.S. and around
the World.
The Rodenator Pro™ is a new aggressive approach to burrowing rodent
control. It is an elimination system as
well as a control system. Marketed exclusively in the U.S. in the past, the
Rodenator Pro™ System has proven
so effective that it is now marketed

worldwide. Waiting for animals to
come to baits or traps is no longer
necessary. The Rodenator Pest Elimination System is fast and efﬁcient,
allowing a user to go directly after a
targeted pest.
The Rodenator Pro™ System comes
complete, excluding propane and
oxygen tanks, and uses the latest in
solid-state electronic controls, circuitry, and check valves. The system
is environmentally safe, completely
non-toxic, and the cost of operation is
only pennies per application. This device operates by squeezing a lever that
ejects a calibrated mixture of propane
and oxygen down through the rodent’s
tunnel system. A self-contained ignition system then allows the user to ignite the gas, creating an underground
shockwave, instantly and humanely
eliminating the animal without using
poisons.
Customers who have used the device
ﬁnd it safe and effective:
• Jack Bailey, Reclamation District
Manager says, “Our rodent control
went from 5 to 6 weeks, to 5 to 8 days
on the 54.4 miles of levees that we
maintain in California, the Rodenator
Pro works”!!!
• Monte Daniels, D&D Cattle Co.
Wolfforth, TX “The Rodenator Pro™
is the only economical and environ-

Tomorrow’s rodent-control
device is here today.
mentally friendly device I have found
for both control and eradication of prairie dogs in cropland and rangeland.”
• Gino Favagrossa, Farm Manager at
Fresno State University says, “The new
Rodenator Pro has been very effective
in the control of our squirrel infestation
at Fresno State. The improvements of
the new Rodenator Pro have increased
the efﬁciency of our eradication efforts.
We continue to use the Rodenator Pro
throughout the campus farm for control
of squirrels and gophers”.
For further information or to order the
Rodenator Pro™, call 800-750-4553 or
visit our website: http://www.rodenator.com or email: info@rodenator.com

INDESTRUCTIBLE RUBBER WATER TANKS
Giant Rubber Water Tanks specializes in
livestock watering tanks that last a lifetime. 8’- 12’
diameter, freeze resistant. Ask about semi-load
delivery. They can be cut to any height up to 34”
and can hold up to 1200 gallons and linked
together for more capacity.

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION • BETH REILLY

Medical Service Organization
Independent Physicians At Pioneer Health Care Center

Linda C. Craska, M.D.
Holly Jo L. Hodges, M.D.
Thomas Matheson, M.D.
James A. Weeks, M.D.
Bruce Williams, M.D.

(307) 467-5786

1103 N.E. Elm St. • Prineville, OR 97754

Giant Rubber Water Tanks • Box 86 • Alva, Wyoming 82711

(541) 447-6263

“Dealer Inquiries Welcome”
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Wheatheart Skid Steer Post Pounder

W

heatheart Manufacturing
is pleased to announce
the latest addition to its
present line of ‘High and Heavy Hitter Post Pounders’. The new Wheatheart High and Heavy Hitter Skid
Steer Post Pounder will operate with
ease on most conventional skid steer
loaders. Wood and steel posts can
be driven into place quickly and efficiently with Wheatheart’s exclusive
hydraulic post hugger and 660 lb.
free fall hammer. A four way hydraulic tilt mast accommodates posts from
4’2” to 11’11” in length and up to 12”
in diameter. The adjustable hydraulic
hugger allows the operator to stand
clear of the impact area while posts
are being driven.
The new Skid Steer Post Pounder is
operated with self-contained hydraulics or can utilize the skid steer/tractor hydraulics. On self contained
hydraulics, a 10-gallon per minute
motor drives the filtered and efficient
high volume pump. The system is

self-contained and uses the pounder
frame as an oil tank. This feature
allows the pounder to be evenly balanced while the steel frame dissipates
heat effectively. The pounder unit
will stand self-supported during storage and operation for ease of operation, hookup and added safety.
Our new skid steer model is manufactured along side Wheatheart’s traditional line of High and Heavy Hitter Post Pounders. Wheatheart Post
Pounders are now available in trailer
type, 3-point, skid steer, and high mast
versions. All Wheatheart Post Pounders are shipped with the standard hydraulic post hugger installed.
All models are available for the 2004
season. Come and see our new Skid
Steer Post Pounder at a Farm Show or
Wheatheart Dealer near you. Wheatheart strives to make fencing jobs safe,
fast and efﬁcient. Allow us to make
your work easier. Buy Wheatheart!
Wheatheart Manufacturing Ltd.
A Division of Ag Growth Industries

Angus Foundation To
Sponsor Golf Tournament

B

eef industry leaders who are
golf enthusiasts should mark
their calendars for the fourth
annual Angus Foundation Golf Tournament, set for July 13 at the Shiloh
Springs Golf Club in Platte City, MO.
The Angus Foundation hosts the tournament, held in conjunction with the 2004
National Junior Angus Show (NJAS).
Teams of four will compete for various
prizes. Four-player teams can be formed
before the tournament or players will be
placed on a team that day. Registration
fee is $400 per team or $100 per individual golfer. Junior golfers, National Junior
Angus Association (NJAA) members under the age of 21 can play for $75.
All proceeds raised from the event go
to the Angus Foundation, which is a
not-for-proﬁt 501 (c) 3 organization that
supports youth, education and research.
For more information about the tournament, go to www.angusfoundation.org
or contact the junior activities department at the American Angus Association at 816-383-5100.
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Stukenholtz Laboratory Inc.
Celebrating 33 Years of Agricultural Testing

I

n 1970, there were no commercial
soil and plant testing laboratories
in Idaho. Farmers applied fertilizers
based upon educated guesswork. Dr. Dale
Stukenholtz and his wife Joyce saw an opportunity to build a business and started a
soil and plant testing laboratory and ﬁeld
consulting service based in Twin Falls,
Idaho. Dr. Stukenholtz had an unusually
diverse background as an educator at the
University of Nebraska, an agronomist in
the fertilizer industry and a farmer, and
he saw a need for more modern fertilizer recommendations to produce greater
yields at less cost. His clients were the
growers, so he could make unbiased recommendations that maximized economic

return to the farmer.
After extensive ﬁeld research, he developed these improved fertilizer recommendations that quickly became popular with
growers and formed the basis for nearly
all fertilizer applications in the intermountain west area. Stukenholtz Laboratory
clients include growers from all neighboring states and several foreign countries including Australia, Canada, Egypt, Russia,
Mexico and New Zealand.
Stukenholtz Laboratory provides 1 to
2 day service, including picking up and
delivery time, across Southern Idaho
from St. Anthony and Grace to Parma
and Homedale. Results can be delivered,
mailed, faxed, or pulled from the Labo-

WE SPECIALIZE IN FEED COMMODITIES!
Call us today for your dry mineral needs.
Mill Run
Corn Rolled
Distiller Grains
Barley Products
Grain By-Products

Hominy
Malt Pellets
Canola Meal
Rape Fine Pellets
Whole Cottonseed

1-888-677-7781 • 208-436-7777

P.O. Box B • Burley, ID 83318
98 South 200 West • Rupert, ID 83350
John Evans, Bob Mai & Hans Vandermeer • Rupert, ID • 208-436-7777
Bruce Davis & Bob (R.J.) Lozano • Nampa, ID • 208-466-5697

ratory’s webpage: www.stukenholz.com.
To improve their service, Joyce and Dale
Stukenholtz expanded the laboratory six
years ago, installed the latest in computerized instrumentation and quality control,
and made it the most modern and well
equipped agricultural laboratory in their
market area.
Critical to the success of Idaho’s most
efﬁcient laboratory and largest ﬁeld consulting ﬁrm has been its personnel. Dr.
Stukenholtz has had a PhD in Soil Fertility and Plant Nutrition since 1964 and
his son and Laboratory Manager, Paul
has nearly completed his own. Consulting agronomists include J.P. Kruckeberg
of American Falls, a 25 year veteran of
ﬁeld consulting and the most successful
single agronomist in the state, and Bart
Kunz. The Laboratory and ofﬁce staff are
equally good.
Dr. Stukenholtz continues to research
and improve his Laboratory. In conjunction with the Idaho Crop Production Association and University of Idaho CFEP
research project, he has helped to ensure
that fertilizer recommendations in Idaho
are the most cost efﬁcient possible and
produce the maximum economic yield
while protecting the environment. Stukenholtz Laboratory personnel have conducted ﬁeld research on over 40 different
products and continue to be the experts at
“cutting edge” agricultural technology. As
we end our ﬁrst 33 years of business and
begin our next, we would like to thank our
current and former employees for their
dedicated work and our customers and clients for their years of support.

STUKENHOLTZ LABORATORY Inc.
Agricultural Consulting & Testing

• Soil Testing
• Irrigation Scheduling
• Feed Analysis
• Contract Research

• Tissue Testing
• Pest Management
• Field Research
• Grid Sampling

• Variable Rate Fertilization
• International Testing
• Agronomic and CCA Seminars
• Nematode Testing

Contact: Dr. Dale Stukenholtz, PhD, Consulting Agronomist
Crop Consultants: JP Kruckeberg • Paul Stukenholtz • Bart Kunz

208-734-3050 • 800-759-3050 • Fax 208-734-3919
P.O. Box 353 • 2924 Addison Ave E. • Twin Falls, ID 83301

E-mail: stukenholtzlab@velocitus.net Website: www.stukenholtz.com
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Inﬂuenza Vaccine Effectiveness Studies

T

he Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention routinely conducts
studies to estimate the effectiveness of vaccines for the diseases they are
designed to protect against. The early onset
of the 2003-2004 ﬂu season and the presence of a new, or “drifted” inﬂuenza A strain
caused CDC to pursue a series of studies to
answer questions about how effective this
year’s inﬂuenza vaccine is against the circulating viruses. The ﬁrst study in the series
was designed to obtain a rapid estimate of
the effectiveness of the vaccine against inﬂuenza like illness while the ﬂu season was
still underway. Assessing inﬂuenza vaccine
effectiveness presents unique challenges
because circulating inﬂuenza viruses and
inﬂuenza vaccine vary from year to year.
Ideally, for ﬂu vaccine effectiveness
studies, researchers plan well in advance.
Study participants are enrolled before the
ﬂu season begins; those who are going to
be vaccinated receive their vaccinations
before inﬂuenza arrives in the area; all
suspected cases of inﬂuenza are conﬁrmed
by laboratory testing; and both vaccinated
and unvaccinated persons are followed
throughout the inﬂuenza season.

This is the ﬁrst time CDC has conducted such a study in the midst of a ﬂu
season. CDC decided to undertake this
rapid study to see if it would reveal any
information that would help the public,
physicians and public health ofﬁcials
make decisions about the use of inﬂuenza vaccine, antiviral medications, or
other preventive measures.
Results of the study
This initial study showed that the 20032004 inﬂuenza vaccine was not effective
or had very low effectiveness against “inﬂuenza-like illness” in a group of healthcare workers in Colorado. However, the
study does not provide sufﬁcient information to conclude that the vaccine is
not effective at all against the dominant
circulating inﬂuenza strain.
“Inﬂuenza-like illness” is a broad deﬁnition that includes people with inﬂuenza,
but it may also include people with colds
and people who are suffering from respiratory illness not caused by inﬂuenza.
This study provides us some limited information about the effectiveness of this
year’s inﬂuenza vaccine. The tradeoff for
immediate information is the inability to

ST. JOHN GRAIN GROWERS
Serving You Since 1929
Facitities In:
Sunset
St. John
The Valley
Ewan
Willada
Juno
Lancaster Seed Plant 509-648-3713
Columbia Seed-Warden 509-349-8898
For Your Marketing Needs
All Fall Wheat & Barley Varieties Available
Box 6
St. John, WA 99171-0006

509-648-3316

obtain complete information. Results from
additional studies, now underway, will be
necessary to further gauge the effectiveness
of this season’s vaccine. Additional studies
to determine the effectiveness of the vaccine against laboratory-conﬁrmed inﬂuenza and inﬂuenza-related hospitalization are
underway. In previous years with drifted
inﬂuenza virus strains, such studies have
demonstrated the effectiveness of the vaccine against laboratory conﬁrmed inﬂuenza
and inﬂuenza-related complications, even
when no effectiveness is demonstrated
against inﬂuenza-like-illness. Results from
other studies are expected in late spring or
early summer 2004.
CDC Vaccine Recommendation
CDC continues to recommend that
people, particularly those who are at
highest risk of complications from inﬂuenza, and their contacts, get vaccinated
if they have not yet done so because:
1. The study was limited 2. The vaccine likely still offers protection against
lab-conﬁrmed inﬂuenza and ﬂu-related
complications and 3. The inﬂuenza A
(H1N1) and inﬂuenza B strains may
cause illness later in the ﬂu season.
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Morrow County Grain Growers Inc.
Serving Agriculture With Two Locations

M

orrow County Grain Growers Inc. is a farmer owned supply and marketing
Cooperative established in 1930. The company serves seven counties in
North Central Oregon and Klickitat County in Washington. The company
is very diverse. The company operates nine grain elevators including a barge loading
facility on the Columbia River. The retail side of the company includes two full service CaseIH, Kawasaki, and Polaris sales, parts and service facilities, two full service
Agronomy facilities, a farm supply store, a Food Mart, bulk fuel and heating oil, and
propane sales, equipment, and service.
The company provides employment to 60 employees in the trade area. We are most
proud of our employees and the volunteer work they do in the communities they live in.
The company annually donates over $30,000 to the local communities in its trade area.
Please feel free to visit our web site www.mcgg.net If you have any questions,
please don’t hesitate to call. Lexington: Ph: (541) 989-8221 or Toll Free: (800) 4527396; Wasco: Ph: (541) 442-5781 or Toll Free: (800) 824-7185

Wasco, Oregon
Lexington, Oregon
1-800-824-7185
1-800-452-7396
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 7:00 am-5:00 pm
Saturday: 7:00 am-12:00 pm

www.mcgg.net

Farmore Irrigation Systems
12-B E. Frontage Rd. N.
Jerome, ID
208-324-3341

Ram Company
Continued From Page 31
water to pump water uphill without
using any additional source of energy and with only two moving parts!
Ram pumps are in essence hydraulic
engines designed to move water and
are capable of supplying up to 4,000
gallons a day. Properly installed
Rams can be used to supply water
during periods of cold weather. If
your water source is a flowing stream
that never freezes, the pump may be
used to supply a constant stream of
water to your cattle.
Solar-powered Water Pumping Systems are practical and cost-effective
in areas where the sun shines. Solarpowered water pumps can be placed
next to the pond or other source of
water and the water can be pumped
where it is needed with heads of 200’
or less. Solar electric pumping cuts
down on waste because it’s based on
natural cycles. Your panels give the
most pumping power on the sunniest
days when you need the most water.
Solar power is clean. You never have
to worry about polluting the groundwater or air with a gas-powered
pump.
Solar-powered water systems take
very little maintenance because they
have only a few moving parts. Solar panels have a long life, usually 20
to 40 years, and solar water systems
never run out of fuel as long as the
sun is shining. Pump life and maintenance depend on the type of pump,
usage, and water quality. Our pumps
have been tested and improved to
pump the most water for the least cost
and with the least amount of trouble.
Each pump carries our name and we
stand behind every one sold.
Call about our brochure and video,
which explain how the pumps work
and how to buy one. If you have
any questions concerning operation
or pricing, please write to Ram Co.
512 Dillard Hill Road, Dept. WFRD,
Lowesville, VA 22967. Phone (800)
227-8511 or Fax: (434) 277-8333.
E-mail: rhﬂeming@theramcompany.com
Website: www.theramcompany.com
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Binder Books

I

n the Winter of 1997, the garage
air was cold, the cement ﬂoor even
colder, but the Xerox Document
Center that Cyndi Satterlund stood over
was warm from printing copy after copy
of a popular Farmall H operators manual. Inside the house, the Satterlund’s
daughter, Jessalyn, was deep in infant
slumber. “Time to catch up on orders,”
thought Cyndi. She carefully examines
the manual she just produced. The photos were clear, the text crisp, and the
cover an exacting facsimile of the factory manual. Once Scott returned home
from work, he would join Cyndi attending to their “other job,” Binder Books,
until late in the evening.
Binder books began in the mind’s
eye of Scott Satterlund, a passionate
International Harvester collector since
childhood and grandson to an International Harvester dealer in Cumberland,
Wisconsin. Beginning in 1991, Scott
and Cyndi would travel the country
acquiring book collections from closing dealerships, auctions, and other
collectors. Then they would sell these
books to hungry truck and tractor restorers across the United States. Still,
the demand for these original IH repair and operators’ manuals quickly
outstripped the Satterlund’s ability
to obtain them. Scott, someone who

made friends everywhere he went,
negotiated
the
rights from Intemational/Navistar and Case/IH
to reproduce the
library of technical
material produced
by
International
Harvester. A clever
and humorous wit
instilled in him by
his father, Victor,
probably helped in
those negotiations.
Cyndi was able
to quit her banking job in 1996 and juggled the responsibilities of home, Binder Books
publishing business, and soon, the
Satterlund’s ﬁrst child. On spring
and summer weekends, they would
pack the home business into a trailer
to attend trade shows and enthusiast
events. “Those were difﬁcult years,”
said Cyndi.
As their reputation for excellent products and superior service spread, the
Satterlund’s were able to move their
publishing enterprise from a crowded
garage to a showroom and warehouse,
just south of Portland, Oregon. What

Willy Wonka is for candy, Binder Books
is for rural life with collector books, restoration parts, farm toys, and all manner
of memorabilia.
Scott Satterlund passed away after a
short illness in June of 2003, but his
vision of preserving the history and
products of a great American company continues with a dedicated and
knowledgeable staff. Binder Books
manuals and merchandise can be ordered through their website at www.
binderbooks.com or enjoy their amply
stocked showroom at 8196 SW Durham Rd in Tigard, Oregon.
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USDA Announces $190 Million In Loans To Support
Rural Access To High-Speed Internet Technology
Rural Residents In 19 States To Beneﬁt From Improved Telecommunication Technology

A

griculture Secretary Ann M.
Veneman today announced,
as part of the Bush Administration’s effort to expand the availability of broadband technology in
rural areas, the approval of 20 rural
broadband and telecommunication
loans totaling $190 million to expand
access to advanced technology in 19
states.
“President Bush is committed to
ensuring that every household in
America has access to broadband by
the year 2007,” said Veneman. “This
technology is important for families
and businesses to succeed in a global
environment.”
Veneman announced in January
2003 that USDA would expand efforts to bring farmers, rural residents
and businesses greater access to improved telecommunication technology through loans and loan guarantees
to rural telecommunications providers. Funds for the program were authorized through the 2002 Farm Bill.
To date, over $206 million in broadband loans have been approved in
this program.
The rural broadband access program
provides loans and loan guarantees
for the construction, improvement,
and acquisition of facilities and

equipment for broadband service in
eligible rural communities. Priority
is given to applications that are proposing to serve areas where no residential broadband service currently
exists.
Telecommunication companies like
Nex-Tech, Inc. of Lenora, Kansas
are improving the capability for rural
businesses and farmers and ranchers
to compete globally through better
access to the Internet. One of their
customers, Osborne Industries, shared
with Veneman in January 2003, how
their local agricultural services manufacturing company is utilizing highspeed connection to better manage
and market their products in domestic
and international markets. Nex-Tech
will receive a $5.4 million loan to
further expand broadband access to
1,400 new subscribers.
Of the $190 million announced today, $150 million resulted from funding available through the 2002 Farm
Bill. The remaining $40 million in
loans announced came from Rural
Development’s traditional telecommunications program. Borrowers
are required under the traditional
telecommunication loan program to
ensure that all infrastructure built
include broadband capability. Since

Formerly
Western Alfalfa Farms, Inc.
Established in 1980

Dusty Standlee

208-280-2193
Mike Standlee

Horse
Quality Products
Alfalfa Hay • Timothy Hay
Alfalfa/Timothy Cubes
Alfalfa Pellets

208-280-5117

Hay Sales & Transport • Dairy & Feeder Quality Products

208-825-5117 ~ Fax • 208-825-5119
1690 E. 990 S., Eden, ID

the beginning of the Bush Administration, the traditional program has
provided $2.0 billion in funding, providing over 771,000 rural homes and
businesses with access to high speed
broadband connections.
USDA provides a number of other
important tools to advance broadband
service in rural America. Included is
the Distance Learning and Telemedicine grant program, with funding
levels of $25 million a year during
the Bush Administration. USDA has
also used a broadband grant program
called Community Connect as well
as community facilities programs to
build connectivity for rural homes
and businesses.
USDA Rural Development’s mission
is to deliver programs in a way that
will support increasing economic opportunity and improve the quality of
life of rural residents. Rural Development provides investment and technical assistance to finance and foster
growth in homeownership, business
development, and critical community
and technology infrastructure. Further information on rural programs is
available at a local USDA Rural Development office or by visiting USDA’s web site at http://www.rurdev.
usda.gov.
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EFFICIENT MANURE MANAGEMENT

Hydro’s standard level wind hose reel
can haul up to one mile of 6” hose.
NEW this year, the HR88 hose reel.
Hauls 1 1/2 miles of 6” or 1 mile of 8”
hose. Hydraulic or PTO driven.

Hydro’s 30’ injector allows as low as
2,000 gallons per acre, with the flow
meter for precision application rates.
Meters are available on all Hydro
injectors.

Hydro’s patented 3 point hitch manifold
system. Now you can hook-up to your
own 3 point tillage equipment for
injecting manure. Also shown, patented
jag swivel.

A typical hose drag operation. Many
other tools and options available. •
radio Controls • Hydraulic Packages
• Dump Valve • Reliable Barracuda
Chopper • Hose Fittings

WANTED:
Custom Manure
Operators
Hydro’s 34’, 55’, 65’ and 78’ booms can
place a hydraulic pit pump into deep
pits, allowing force feeding into high
pressure 1,200-1,500 GPM pumps.

The Maximizer Separator removes a high
percentage of solids, has a non-clogging
& durable screen, generates dehydrated
manure with low moisture content, requires
limited & low cost maintenance & more!

HP61 Hydraulic Pit Pump
Handles from 200 to 2,00 GPM

Lease Options
Available
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The Inosol “Band-It” Band Castrator Tool

B

and Castration has been around
for years. More recently growers have been using delayed
castration to beneﬁt from the natural
male growth hormones that the animal
receives from the testis. You leave the
animal intact for several months before
castration and the increased growth is
signiﬁcant. When you cut a larger animal the trauma to the animal is greater.
It is not uncommon for the animal, after
having been castrated with a knife, to go
to the corner of the pen, lie down and not
eat for days. Band castration has proven
to be much less traumatic to the animal.
We developed the Inosol “Band-IT” band
castration tool to be equally less traumatic to the owners. The tool is simple and
yet surprisingly efﬁcient. The clip with
the attached rubber ligand ﬁts in a notch
in the tool. You ﬁrmly grasp the scrotal
sac with the same hand that holds the
tool. Holding the tool ﬁrmly against the

sac, you reach around the
back with the other hand
and take hold of the free
end of the tubing. Stretch
the tubing away from
you with about 15 to 20
pounds of force and with
the tubing stretched, you
pull the tubing around the
sac and lock it down in the
clip. You then release the
clip from the tool and you
are done. The whole process can take as little as
10 seconds. We like to use
a squeeze chute and apply the bands from the side for obvious
reasons. With a little practice, you get to
where you can do it by reaching down
and under with both hands and keeping
your head and face up against the side
of the animal. By stretching the ligand
before you pull it around the sac, you

will ﬁnd that you get more even tension
all around the sac and less chance of any
leakage and swelling. The sac dries up
and will fall off on its own in three to
ﬁve weeks. For more information call 1800-847-2533 or 760-337-9244.
Website: www.inosol.com

HAWAIIAN TOUR OPERATOR
OFFERS FARM TOURS
IN HAWAII SINCE 1975!

F

armers and ranchers from throughout the United States
have visited Hawaii with Your Man Tours, Inc. (YMT)
every January since 1975. A major U.S. tour operator, YMT started specializing in Hawaii in 1967 and in 1975
moved their ﬁrst farm group to the islands (the Fulton County
Farm Bureau in Ohio).
Since then, YMT has set aside every January to include sightseeing of particular interest to farmers and ranchers on their
most popular Hawaiian vacation, the two week, four island fully
escorted Queens Tour, designed for the ﬁrst time visitor.
Sightseeing includes a city tour of Honolulu (5 nights), Punchbowl Crater and Pearl Harbor; on Kauai (3 nights) the Wailua
Riverboat Cruise, Fern Grotto and a Guava Plantation; on Maui
(2 nights) the Old Whaling Capital of Lahaina, Iao Valley excursion and a Maui tropical plantation; and on “the Big Island”
of Hawaii a giant fern tree forest, an orchid nursery, Banyan
Tree Drive, Volcanoes National Park, Rainbow Water Falls, the
Parker Cattle Ranch, Kona Coffee Plantation, and a Macadamian Nut factory tour.
Included is 14 nights hotel accommodations, roundtrip and inter-island airfare, airport transfers, to your room baggage handling, sightseeing, and the services of professional Hawaiian
born tour guides, all for the guaranteed lowest price because you
buy wholesale, directly from the actual Hawaiian tour operator.
For information and a brochure call Your Man Tours, Inc.,
Dearborn Michigan, at 1-800 736-7300.
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Memorial Pet Care

A caring way to say goodbye to a faithful friend

M

emorial Pet Care was
established in 1984 to
provide Idaho families
a caring way to say goodbye to a
faithful friend. In 1995 we added a
state of the art large animal cremation chamber. This has allowed us
to cremate horses and other large
animals up to 1650 pounds. We also
offer a pick up service anywhere in
the United States. We also have the
ability to euthanize horses at our facility located in Meridian, Idaho so
if the owners would like to bring the
horse directly to us in their trailer,
they can.
The owner of the horse has the option of having the remains returned
to them. We have a large variety of
horse urns available. The owner can
choose from our basic wooden urn
to our highly popular hand painted
likeness of their horse on an urn of
their choice. If the owner chooses

not to keep the remains, they can
send them to our tree farm located
in Donnelly, Idaho. This option is
one that many owners have chosen
to do. They are welcome to visit this
site anytime of the year. Our farm
consists largely of blue spruce and
Scotch pine trees, so regardless of
the time of year it is very pretty.
The cost to cremate a horse starts at
$595.00 and goes up from there.
The owners of the horse also have
the option of buring the remains in
our cemetery, located at our cremation facility. The burial includes a
headstone with the plot. The cost
for burial of the remains starts at
$735.00 and goes up from there. We
would also like for owners to know
that our memorial wall is nearing
completion. This will provide all
animal owners a place to remember
their friend and companion forever.
All of our cremations, whether it

Wayne Swanson
Construction
Commercial • Industrial • Equestrian • Aviation

We can offer full service to the owner,
including...pre-construction planning,
design and building construction.
• Fast, on site erection
• 30-years of industry leadership
• Durable steel construction
• Low level lifetime maintenance
• Low cost delivery to your jobsite
• 14 beautiful paint colors with
manufacturer’s warranty.

208-939-8164
985 W. State St.
Eagle, ID

is a hamster or a horse, are handled
with the utmost dignity and respect
by our certified pet cremator operator. All of our customers are welcome to view the cremation if they
would like to. We also offer private
memorial services for those owners
that wish to say goodbye in their
own way.
As our cities grow and our farm
land decreases, cremation is becoming a much better option. The remains can be taken with them anywhere, or simply scattered in their
favorite riding place or even put in
a small keepsake pendant so that
they can be kept close. Just remember, whichever option you choose,
Memorial Pet Care is here to serve
your cremation needs, 24 hours
a day. For further information on
our services, please call our office
at 208-887-7669 and our qualified
staff will be happy to assist you.
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marketplace
PIPE FOR FENCE

KAHN STEEL CO.
Truckload Quantities
800-828-5246
www.kahnsteel.com

If you want the job done right
call the professionals at:

BALE WAGONS
BALE WAGONS
WANTED: New Holland Bale Wagons.
Self Propelled and Pull Types.
Roeder Implement • P.O. Box 228
Seneca, KS 66538 • 785-336-6103

REPAIR FLIGHTING FOR
COMBINES, GRAIN AUGERS,
MIXERS, DRIERS, ETC.
All sizes 3” to 30”
Hellcold, Sectional, &
ALL NEW
SUPEREDGE
FLIGHTING
Longer Life &
Better Wear Resistance
“Factory Direct”

REPLACEMENT
FLIGHTING SUPPLY

Box 311, Aurora, NE 68818
We deliver UPS

402-694-6536
Toll Free
888-728-0969

LARGEST NEW & USED BALE
WAGON DEALER

C O E U R

Strong U.S. Dollar Saves You Money!
Self-Propelled Bale Wagons
Used Pull-Type Bale Wagons
COMPLETELY RECONDITIONED
& GUARANTEED
– We Ship Anywhere
Dealer Inquiries Welcome –

MACLEOD FARM CENTER

THE PRECIOUS METALS COMPANY
“Supporting our farmers & ranchers!”

P.O. Box 695 • Ft. Macleod, Alberta

505 Front Avenue, P.O. Box 1
Coeur d’ Alene, Idaho 83616-0316
208.667.3511

(403) 553-4428 • (403) 308-9756
(Ask for Tony)

FOR YOUR RESIDENTIAL
WELL AND FARM
IRRIGATION NEEDS
• COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL
• IRRIGATION PUMPS & WELLS
SERVICING
MAGIC VALLEY
FOR 96 YEARS
24 Hour Service
485 S. Idaho St.
Wendell, ID

536-2223

EATON
DRILLING &
PUMP SERVICE

(800) 552-8011

Generator Works
*Sales *Service *Rentals
Specializing in:
Field Service Maintenance
Upgrades & Modiﬁcations
Industrial, Standby
Co-Generation

DIESEL
INJECTION
SERVICE
Dealing in Quality & Service

322-2800

3355 Federal Way • Boise, ID
E-mail: dslinjsvc@aol.com
Having Trouble Finding
Qualiﬁed Workers for Livestock
Production Occupations?

CALL MOUNTAIN PLAINS AG
SERVICE FOR HELP IN H-2A
LABOR CERTIFICATION
Mountain
Plains
Agricultural . . . .
Service . . . .
For more information call:
Oralia Mercado • Executive Director

307-472-2105
811 N. Glenn Rd. • Casper, WY 82601

MATKIN EXCAVATION, INC.
Post Ofﬁce Box 187
Victor, ID 83455
All Types of Dirt Work • Foundations
Driveways • Trenching • Septic
Systems • Roads & Gravel Products
Snow Removal
Steve 208-313-4221
Clint 208-313-5489
Billy 208-313-4223
Brandon 208-313-4225
Bucky 208-313-4224
Ofﬁce 208-787-2488

Fry Radiator Shop
Serving the
Boise area for
over 50 years
1944-2003

RADIATOR
SPECIALIST

(member of BBB)

344-4291

208-587-0040

1-866-542-1125

Mountain Home, ID 83647-0043
E-mail: genworks@comcast.net

2416 Main
Boise, Idaho

(208) 344-4291
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CARPET CLEANING

www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

SHEET METAL
THORNTON HEATING
& SHEET METAL
12608 Highway 75, #3
Ketchum, ID 83340

208-726-5520

KINDER GOATS

RESIDENTIAL-COMMERCIAL-IRRIGATION

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

30 Years Experience
“No Job Too Small”

The Kinder Goat Breeders
Association “Making The World
A Little Kinder .” The Little Dual
Purpose Wonder Goat.
P.O. Box 1575, Snohomish,
WA 98291-1575 360-668-4559
kgbassn@aol.com
http://members.aol.com/kgbassn

880-8756

Cushman
Drilling
208-785-1588
800-414-1588

Mountain States
Contractors, Inc.
Residential • Commercial
We Do Pole Barns!
CCB #150949 • IDPW13998

EPA PB Certiﬁed
Insured • Bonded
40 YEARS EXPERIENCE ID/OR
Down-Hole Television Inspection
Perforation Cleaning - Sonar-Jet

CROSSROADS
TOWING
&
Recovery
208-461-tow’n (8696)

Nampa, ID • Fax: 208-467-2931
To/From Canyon County

208-549-3295 or
cell phone @ 208-550-0420
(Roger) Weiser, ID

Marrianne’s Deli
OPEN Mon-Fri. 9am to 5pm
Specializing in
Homemade Soups,
Salads & Desserts!

Breakfast & Lunch!
Daily Specials!
318 Caldwell Blvd. • Nampa, ID
(Johnson Square)

208-463-9490

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
STEEL
NEW STEEL
NEW PIPE
USED WELL STEM
HARDWARE • FASTENERS
DELIVERY SERVICE
2515 E. Comstock Ave.
Nampa, ID

208-466-0036

Toll Free: 800-851-8612

CUSTOM BUTCHER &
SMOKEHOUSE
Luau Pigs
Locker Rentals
Custom Smoking
Wild Game Processing
Mobile Farm Butchering

208 W. 41st
Garden City, Idaho

208-343-7565
Full Service Butchershop

Mountain
Home KOA

“We salute Idaho’s
farmers & ranchers!”

208-587-5111

220 E. 10th North
Mountain Home, ID 83647

Western Farm, Ranch & Dairy
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R & C SUPPLY

ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE

Bulk Gypsum Semi Loads

1 inch – Coarse • 1/4 inch – Powder
Phone:

PATCHING • PAVING • SEALCOATING • FREE ESTIMATES

801-367-2003

JEFF FLYNN

Spanish Fork, Utah

2270 S. Longmont
Boise, ID 83706

LEAKY TANK? LEAKY CISTERN?

Since 1962

Line it with a custom drop in liner. Made
to order. Just send the measurements
of your tank. Materials for potable and
irrigation water storage. We also make
ditch & stream liners for easy winter
transferring.
Call, Write or Fax:

INTEGRATED
CONCRETE
DESIGN
CONCRETE • STAMPING • COLOR • PAVERS

JEFF FLYNN
Owner

POLYFABRICS

221 W. Meats Ave., Orange, CA 92865
714-637-6300 Ext. 4 • FAX 714-637-6302
800-621-6365 Mention this ad for 5% discount
www.polyfabrics.com

We can Pit or Ag-Bag Your Crop
Alfalfa • Wheat • Barley • Corn • Grass
Forage Treatment Applied Through Chopper

Boise: (208) 338-9318
Twin Falls: (208) 736-9437
Fax: (208) 388-8461

2270 S. Longmont
Boise, ID 83706

Boise: (208) 338-9318
Twin Falls: (208) 736-9437
Fax: (208) 388-8461

GEM
STATE
ROOFING
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Serving The Magic Valley

All Types of Rooﬁng
MOBILE HOMES • RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL

4-U CHOPPING

Built-up • Composition & Shakes
Specializing in Linseed Oiling • Aluminum Asphalt
MICHELLE FLYNN
President

Hm: 208-654-2046 • Cell: 208-431-3064
Mobile: 208-654-2026

Barrus Well Drilling

Drill From 6 inches to 36 inches
Domestic & Irrigation Wells
Downhole Camera Service
40 Years Experience

Jeff Barrus – (208) 346-6590
Guy Barrus – (208) 346-6129
P.O. Box 59
Basalt, ID

2270 S. Longmont
Boise, ID 83706

CONCRETE
EXPERTS
• Specializing
in concrete
foundations
of all sizes
• Flat work
• Concrete
water tanks

Boise: (208) 338-9318
Fax: (208) 388-8461

EXCAVATION

208-354-8194

• Ponds • Roads
• Water &
Sewer
Systems
• Providing
all gravel
products
• Top soil

470 West Alta Rd. • Driggs, ID 83422
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STEWART DRYWALL
Custom application of
ALL drywall systems is
available just by calling
STEWERT DRYWALL
located in Boise, ID.
Phone (208) 284-3661
or (208) 323-8709

Specialists in sheet rocking, acoustical texturing,
hanging, remodelling and
repairing. Commercial,
industrial and residential
drywall work.

Need Water? No Power?

No Problem!

• New
• Used
• Rebuilt
Tractor & Combine Parts
Call Today...

Deutz & John Deere Diesel Engines
New & Used Pump & Generator Sets
Custom Built To Your Needs

McFarland, CA

Lee’s Diesel & Mobile Repair
541-979-9146 • Albany, OR

(800) 360-8529

Pioneer Title Co.

Proud to support the
Treasure Valley’s
farmers and ranchers.

B & T Truck
Driving School

More people are learning safe truck
driving skills with a chance to realize
a very good income. The staff at B &
T TRUCK DRIVING SCHOOL are
certiﬁed, highly committed personnel.
They have the knowledge you’ll need
and can teach you to be a qualified
truck driver. Give them a call for more
information.
1300 Kimberly Rd., Ste. 15 • Twin Falls, ID

Phone: 208-737-4649
Recruiter: 208-737-9272

•Money-back Guarantee on Chaffers
•Precision-bore and Chrome Concaves
•Cover Plates and Divider Tins

Title Insurance Since 1955
Fast, Reliable Service

With the Air Foil Chaffer you will see a
noticeable inprovement in capacity,
reduced shoe loss and less trash.

(541) 276-4431

REMEMBER THESE NUMBERS!

126 S.E. Court
Pendleton, OR 97801

(509) 236-2275 OR
(509) 236-2333

...Free harvest booklet mailed on request...

Walla Walla Farmers Co-op

MACHINE SHOP
High Quality Welding and
Fabrication
Industrial-Farming-Commercial

Metal Sales

928 W. MAIN • WALLA WALLA, WA
www.wwfcinc.com

EUGENE LIVESTOCK
AUCTION, INC.
541-998-3353
800-288-6217
92380 Hwy 99 So
Junction City, Or 97448

Bruce Anderson, owner
cell 541-912-2940

PLATES • SHEETS
BARS • REMNANTS

(509) 525-0061

We have chaffers
for every make &
model of combine.

REGULAR AUCTIONS EVERY
SATURDAY AT 11:30 AM
HORSE SALE 2ND SUNDAY OF
EVERY MONTH AT 12 NOON

CONNELL GRANGE SUPPLY
Your One Stop Shopping Center In Connell!
TOTAL HARDWARE and FARM HARDWARE
24-HR FUEL PUMPS

• Custom in-plant slaughtering available
• Complete Hog, Beef, and Wild Game Processing

Mt. Angel Meat Co.
Located in Mt. Angel, OR

343 S. COLUMBIA • CONNELL, WA

509-234-2631

(503) 845-6112

USDA Inspected Facility
Open: 7 am - 5 pm Mon-Fri • 7 am-noon Sat.

Western Farm, Ranch & Dairy

HORSE-DRAWN VEHICLES
OX BOW TRADE CO.

Northwest • 53

OREGON
TELEPHONE C
CORPORATION

T

Horse-Drawn Vehicles:
Dealer, Collector & Restoration
Phone (541) 575-2911
Fax (541) 575-2675
Hwy. 395 South • P.O. Box 658
Canyon City, OR 97820

RESIDENTIAL & BUSINESS
PRODUCTS & SERVICE
INTERNET SERVICE & PAGING

WEIGHING SOLUTIONS

1 Telephone Dr., MT. Vernon, OR

541-932-4411
A1 Scale
For All Your Weighing Needs
Specializing in Sm/Lg Animal,
Axle, and Truck Weighing Solutions
Contact Michael 503-248-0711
Fax 503-248-0715
michael@a-1scale.com • www.a-1scale.com

Still & Leavitt

Insurance Agency, Inc.
LIFE & HEALTH
COMMERCIAL
AUTOMOBILE
HAIL INSURANCE
WORKERS COMPENSATION

Jeanna Still
160 North 2nd East
Mtn. Home, ID 83647

(208) 587-3146
Fax: (208) 587-7919
jeanna-still@leavitt.com

DELMHORST HAY
MOISTURE TESTORS

Poke Bale For Instant Reading. Add Sensor
To Mount In Bale Chamber With Line To
Cab For Continuous Reading. Also Testors
For Grain, Grasses, Haylage, Silage,
Firewood, Lumber

LEHMAN BROTHERS
503-434-1705

19164 Briedwell Rd. • Amity, OR 97101

POND LINERS
BEND TARP & LINER, INC.
$.39 sq. ft. or Less
Depending on Volume
www.bendtarp.com
Bend, OR ................ (800) 280-0712

“

”

BCB
Enterprises
• Commercial
• Hay Storage
• Agricultural
• Multi-Purpose
• Shops & Utility
Buildings
For all your steel
building needs!

Ofﬁce: 509-764-2253
Cell: 509-631-0462
www.gold-seal.com

Western
Metal
Fab, Inc.

(541) 259-4400

THE STATE-OF-THE-ART FIBER TESTS ARE HERE!
OFDA2000 Fiber Testing is now available!

ARE
WE O TEST
R
DY T
REA R FIBE
U
O
Y

SEND
SAMP YOUR
LES N
OW

P.O. Box 247 • 1612 Main Street • Freeland, WA 98249 • USA
(360) 331-3014 • Fax (360) 331-5344 • Email: whittick@whidbey.net
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Bailey Seed Company, Inc.
Supplier of High, Quality Forage Products

B

ailey Seed Company does its
own grown seed production
to maintain high quality standards. Bailey Seed believes that effective production and distribution are key
objectives.
When contracting with growers,
only highly qualified seed growers
are selected to ensure consistent
quality and reliability of production.
Bailey Seed also provides advice
throughout the growth period regarding fertilization, and pest and weed
control. To ensure that the crops
produced are meeting high quality

standards, all seed is analyzed at
certified laboratories.
Bailey Seed Company provides a
wide variety of grass seed, pasture
seed and landscape products. Production crops includes the following:
“ProGress”, “Dandy” Perennial Ryegrass, “Elf” Perennial Ryegrass, Alike
Clover, “Safe” Tall Fescue, Marshfield
Big Trefoil, California Red Oats,
“Dirkwin” Spring Wheat, “Merced”
Rye grain, “Dundale” dry forage peas,
Common Vetch and Harry Vetch. For
pasture mixes, you’ll find the grass
your animals love.

Bailey Seed provides all of their
employees with leadership and management training through education
because they are committed to maintaining ethical and technical standards that will enable them to grow
and achieve business excellence that
makes the company proud.
Make Bailey Seed Company your “One
Stop Seed Shop”. For more information
or any questions, please phone (503)
362-9700 or toll free (800) 407-7713.
Fax: (503) 362-1705.
Email: info@baileyseed.com
Website: www.baileyseed.com

Darrin’s Wigs & Accessories

3-A-Day For You and Your Kids

arrin’s Wigs & Accessories mission is to provide you
with the lightest, coolest and most comfortable lightweight styles with the look and feel of natural human
hair. If your hair is thinning, or you just want a quick hair do or
new look, there are many beautiful wig styles and hair pieces to
choose from in many different lengths and rich, natural colors, and
many may be purchased at half price. Chemo patients get $10.00
off the ﬁrst regular priced wig they buy and a free turban.
Darrin’s large inventory of wigs includes top brand names such
as Alan Thomas, Aldolfo, Eva Gabor, Hair Fashions, Louis Ferre,
Revlon, Suzette Charles and many more. Don’t wait, the look
you’ve always wanted can be yours at Darrin’s Wigs & Accessories. Darrin’s is open Tuesday thru Saturday from 10:00 A.M. to
5:00 P.M. Located between Ash and Oak Street on West Broadway
in Spokane, WA., it is street level and you can drive right up to the
door. Also, the city bus stops in this block. To make an appointment
or for more information, phone 509-325-4012.

he following tips are recommended to boost dairy and calcium intake in kids:
• Convenience counts: Single-serve,
re-sealable plastic bottles are great for
today’s busy lifestyles.
• Serve it cold: Results from a 2002
School Milk Pilot Testshowed that kids
were more likely to choose regular andﬂavored milks if the milks
were served at colder temperatures and in plastic packaging.
• Look for the logo: Milk, cheese and yogurt products with
the 3-A-Day of Dairy logo are guaranteed to contain at least 20
percent of the daily calcium requirement.
For more information on the nutritional beneﬁts of dairy
foods, visit www.midwestdairy.com. In addition, parents and
educators can get fun recipes and tips on how to get 3-A-Day
of Dairy at www.3aday.org.

DARRIN’S WIGS

NEW TO Treasure Valley area.

D

& Accessories

Beautiful Wigs by:
ALAN THOMAS
ALDOLFO
EVA GABOR
HAIR FASHIONS
LOUIS FERRE
SUZETTE CHARLES
AND MORE!
Open Tues. ~ Sat. 10am - 5pm
1724 W. Broadway • Spokane, WA

(509) 325-4012

T

McFIX-IT Inc.

Property Maintenance, Home
Repair. Bonded, & Insured.
We can beat any service call
guaranteed.

Call: 208-571-2615
Meridian, ID

Western Farm, Ranch & Dairy
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Bailey Seed
Company, Inc.
2430 McGilchrist St. SE
Salem, OR 97302
Supplier of Quality Forage Products

800-407-7713 or 503-362-9700 • Fax 503-362-1705
FORAGE GRASSES

*Tetraploid Annual
Ryegrass
*Italian Ryegrass
*Intermediate Ryegrass
*Festulolium
*Forage Tall Fescue
*Orchardgrass
*Timothy
*Clover
*Grains

CERTIFIED

ORGANICALLY
*Timothy GROWN
*Festulolium
*Clover
*Tetraploid Perennial
Ryegrass
*Intermediate Ryegrass
*Meadow Fescue
*Kentucky Bluegrass
*Creeping Red Fescue
*Peas

WE DO CUSTOM BLENDING TO MEET YOUR NEEDS!
Don’t see what you want? Give us a call,
we can source anything you need.

...your GROWER-DIRECT seed source!

Toll Free 877-FOR-IOKA

or

503-873-6498

Don’t See What You Need? We Can Fine It For You!
www.iokafarms.com

iokafarms@aol.com

